Why cannot earth folks envision a world without
MONEY! Part # 3

Corvus
User ID: 7064141
Turkey
12/13/2011 08:27 PM
Communism and Capitalism are just two sides of the same coin.Both of them are
organized,industrial and authoritarian systems.Communism ruled by proleteriat dictatorship which
has some elites on top.In capitalist systems there are also same(i assume) elites that secretly
manipulating both the markets and government.Both systems has security forces and massive
indocrination.Both systems mindlessly consume and pollute the earth.You are a slave in both of
this systems and it does not matter where are you at the pyramid of hierarchy.You are still
working under some power thus you are a slave
If you only want to overthrow the capitalism and create another 'system' you are not a true
revolutionary.If you attack the core of the system which is hierarchical/organized civilization then
you can be a true revolutionary.
mothershipwreck
User ID: 6622496
United States
12/13/2011 08:30 PM
Great thread and great core ideas.
We need to start with baby steps. Our current crop of people are too mass conditioned into the
greed/money/acquisition paradigm to be able exist without some form of currency or other
quantitative system of exchange.
Like-minded people need to start forming communities that demonstrate the advantages of
resource-pooling, wise application of technology, reduced labor inputs and drastically reduced
consumption/waste.
Basically people need to learn how to live in real communities again, not the cold, impersonal
atomized industrial world most live in today. It will take several successive generations of more
responsible lifestyles for people to learn how to once again get along with one another. The antisocial, ill-conditioned masses we're stuck with today won't simply "play nice" if left to their own
devices.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/13/2011 08:33 PM

We need to start with baby steps. Our current crop of people are too mass conditioned into the
greed/money/acquisition paradigm to be able exist without some form of currency or other
quantitative system of exchange.
Like-minded people need to start forming communities that demonstrate the advantages of
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resource-pooling, wise application of technology, reduced labor inputs and drastically reduced
consumption/waste.
Basically people need to learn how to live in real communities again, not the cold, impersonal
atomized industrial world most live in today. It will take several successive generations of more
responsible lifestyles for people to learn how to once again get along with one another. The antisocial, ill-conditioned masses we're stuck with today won't simply "play nice" if left to their own
devices.
Quoting: mothershipwreck
THAT'S pretty hard to do, since we've all been programmed from an early age, to need money! :(
But basically I agree with you.....for we need to start somewhere! :)
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 12/13/2011 08:34 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 08:35 PM

I know that I could survive without money, power & technology. Fuck it all off I say!

Too many spoilt cunts roaming the planet at the moment expecting everything for nothing & willing
to do whatever it takes to fulfill their selfish self centered needs.
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

I dream for something major to go down where all of the worlds power grids are destroyed beyond
repair, where all the worlds military powers are immobilized & rendered powerless.
Bring the shit on!
This place is fucked!
We need to start from scratch!
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

A massive CME from Sun similar to 'Carrington Event' could bring down all power grids beyond
repair.This is high possibility because solar activity is at its peak for a few years.Also there is Peak
Oil that will cause the collapse of the system.
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Dont worry bro if we are lucky we could witness the collapse of this system.
Quoting: Corvus 7064141

well man developed the wrong technology, not you folks fault really and thus man could pay
seriously for it. Man was NOT to develop WIRES in a restless solar system like ours and he did
get a warning back then. there were better ways offered. It was GREED that caused these to not
be developed, Carrinton is nothing compared to the lake of fire that could happen from the gulf of
mexico up thru the Mississippi area full of natural gas and oil lines. we are past "peak oil". we
have gone to far with that one too. We are now going after the LIVING oil that is down deep and
the reason they used corexit to sink the oil in the gulf was because that oil that came up, should
not see sunlight, or rather they did not want it to see sunlight. It has a special purpose. The living
oil IS coming up naturally from the existing earth changes, also made worse by the removal of so
much oil and gas.
This planet is in a large pickle.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/13/2011 09:06 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 08:37 PM

On my break I had to take, it was to read 114 pages of law suit around the financial mess this
world is in. You ones have no true idea because the big shit doesn't hit the internet and I can't
place it here either. there is no reason for starving people on this world due to money, lets put it
that way.
There is so much wealth, in precious metals of a divine nature, not explaining that one now,
higher frequency, plus all the religious and other artifacts of this work, plus all sorts of jewels, to
redevelop this world with tons of this stuff left over and it cannot be released because the thugs
are in constant war over it.
I keep posting the simple information over and over that the Federal Reserve is the GLOBAL
Central bank of the Central banks and that China got it, plus other wealth they basically stole.
There is a big war now behind the scenes over many assets and technology and little libya was
the most recent scene of carnage and right now It's syria.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/13/2011 09:05 PM
sylvie
User ID: 6990378
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United States
12/13/2011 08:40 PM

Money, whether you think it good or bad, isn't real. it can't be found anywhere in the natural world.
Unlike most man made things it's utility is only based upon belief that it has value unlike tangible
products that have a definitive real world value/utility. Money isn't really anything except what it is
made of, fancy paper and ink, metals or digits on a computer. Gold and silver aren't money unless
you believe they are otherwise they are just gold and silver.
What makes it what it is, is nothing more than religion per se. I don't love or hate it because I know
it isn't real. It would be extremely difficult and even life threatening to not use it at this point in
time...so I use it. I'd rather live in a world without it or any form of measure as it does indeed
become enslaving. I suppose humans may find enough virtue in themselves some day to know
that it isn't necessary at all. Virtue and true freedom are inseperable IMO.
I think that when you dig down to it's very roots you find that it could all be a fabrication born of
fear. It does help make things fair when implemented correctly but as the OP inferred... We're
humans and we should do better.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3581832

You're so right that virtue and true freedom must go hand in hand. I do believe it is possible,
though. On another board that I can't name here, I had a thread about Native American spirituality
and how it's usurped by white people. A N.A. posted on that thread saying that his people
believed in kindness and would thus always try to be kind to others and not judge. If we could all
develop that trait, freedom would be much closer at hand.
sylvie
User ID: 6990378
United States
12/13/2011 08:42 PM

I know that I could survive without money, power & technology. Fuck it all off I say!

Too many spoilt cunts roaming the planet at the moment expecting everything for nothing & willing
to do whatever it takes to fulfill their selfish self centered needs.
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

I dream for something major to go down where all of the worlds power grids are destroyed beyond
repair, where all the worlds military powers are immobilized & rendered powerless.
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Bring the shit on!
This place is fucked!
We need to start from scratch!
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

Same here. Under the current circumstances, I don't see how we could establish this "Utopian"
society. You can't build a new house on top of the old one; first the old one has be torn down.
sylvie
User ID: 6990378
United States
12/13/2011 08:43 PM

I know that I could survive without money, power & technology. Fuck it all off I say!

Too many spoilt cunts roaming the planet at the moment expecting everything for nothing & willing
to do whatever it takes to fulfill their selfish self centered needs.
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

I dream for something major to go down where all of the worlds power grids are destroyed beyond
repair, where all the worlds military powers are immobilized & rendered powerless.
Bring the shit on!
This place is fucked!
We need to start from scratch!
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

A massive CME from Sun similar to 'Carrington Event' could bring down all power grids beyond
repair.This is high possibility because solar activity is at its peak for a few years.Also there is Peak
Oil that will cause the collapse of the system.
Dont worry bro if we are lucky we could witness the collapse of this system.
Quoting: Corvus 7064141

Waiting for the solar storm too. :)
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sylvie
User ID: 6990378
United States
12/13/2011 08:46 PM

We are now going after the LIVING oil that is down deep and the reason they used corexit to sink
the oil in the gulf was because that oil that came up, should not see sunlight, or rather they did not
want it to see sunlight. It has a special purpose. The living oil IS coming up naturally from the
existing earth changes, also made worse by the removal of so much oil and gas.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Could you elaborate? What do you mean by "that oil that came up should not see sunlight"?
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/13/2011 08:48 PM

Under the current circumstances, I don't see how we could establish this "Utopian" society. You
can't build a new house on top of the old one; first the old one has be torn down.
Quoting: sylvie
That's pretty hard to do, when there are certain energies who have a vested interest in keeping
the old house still standing!
So, using your analogy, the other option; is to build another house on a separate piece of
property.....and let the old property die on the vine!(so to speak)......:)
ar-15 nut
User ID: 1281306
United States
12/13/2011 08:55 PM

nice thread nip .It deserves a pin
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Corvus
User ID: 7064141
Turkey
12/13/2011 08:56 PM
You're so right that virtue and true freedom must go hand in hand. I do believe it is possible,
though. On another board that I can't name here, I had a thread about Native American spirituality
and how it's usurped by white people. A N.A. posted on that thread saying that his people
believed in kindness and would thus always try to be kind to others and not judge. If we could all
develop that trait, freedom would be much closer at hand.
Quoting: sylvie

Highly hierarchical societies is a disaster for personal freedom my friend.I think tribal lifestyle such
as native americans,ancient gauls,ancient germans etc. is better for human nature.In order to be
free we should prevent the centralization of power and reverse it.
Beam Me The Fuck Up!
User ID: 7068913
Australia
12/13/2011 08:59 PM

I know that I could survive without money, power & technology. Fuck it all off I say!

Too many spoilt cunts roaming the planet at the moment expecting everything for nothing & willing
to do whatever it takes to fulfill their selfish self centered needs.
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

I dream for something major to go down where all of the worlds power grids are destroyed beyond
repair, where all the worlds military powers are immobilized & rendered powerless.
Bring the shit on!
This place is fucked!
We need to start from scratch!
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

Same here. Under the current circumstances, I don't see how we could establish this "Utopian"
society. You can't build a new house on top of the old one; first the old one has be torn down.
Quoting: sylvie
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Well said!
Beam Me The Fuck Up!
User ID: 7068913
Australia
12/13/2011 09:00 PM

Under the current circumstances, I don't see how we could establish this "Utopian" society. You
can't build a new house on top of the old one; first the old one has be torn down.
Quoting: sylvie
That's pretty hard to do, when there are certain energies who have a vested interest in keeping
the old house still standing!
So, using your analogy, the other option; is to build another house on a separate piece of
property.....and let the old property die on the vine!(so to speak)......:)
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Well said also!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 09:02 PM

We are now going after the LIVING oil that is down deep and the reason they used corexit to sink
the oil in the gulf was because that oil that came up, should not see sunlight, or rather they did not
want it to see sunlight. It has a special purpose. The living oil IS coming up naturally from the
existing earth changes, also made worse by the removal of so much oil and gas.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Could you elaborate? What do you mean by "that oil that came up should not see sunlight"?
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Quoting: sylvie

well its not so much it should not see sunlight, it is that the dark do not want it to see sunlight, it
contains life codes to regenerate life on this planet, and is normally released during heavy earth
changes during major axis shifts and the like. It is responsive to the gamma rays coming in from
the Center of the Milky Way for 5 years now. It will regenerate a high energy type life on this
planet. Thus there was the big effort to keep this new oil on the Gulf of Mexico floor during the big
GOM oil leak thing presented the american public.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/13/2011 09:03 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 09:03 PM

I know that I could survive without money, power & technology. Fuck it all off I say!

Too many spoilt cunts roaming the planet at the moment expecting everything for nothing & willing
to do whatever it takes to fulfill their selfish self centered needs.
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

I dream for something major to go down where all of the worlds power grids are destroyed beyond
repair, where all the worlds military powers are immobilized & rendered powerless.
Bring the shit on!
This place is fucked!
We need to start from scratch!
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

Same here. Under the current circumstances, I don't see how we could establish this "Utopian"
society. You can't build a new house on top of the old one; first the old one has be torn down.
Quoting: sylvie

Well said!
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Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

yes and thus the house of cards must fall.
Beam Me The Fuck Up!
User ID: 7068913
Australia
12/13/2011 09:04 PM

mothershipwreck
User ID: 6622496
United States
12/13/2011 09:09 PM
Under the current circumstances, I don't see how we could establish this "Utopian" society. You
can't build a new house on top of the old one; first the old one has be torn down.
Quoting: sylvie
So, using your analogy, the other option; is to build another house on a separate piece of
property.....and let the old property die on the vine!(so to speak)......:)
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

That's also what I was getting at in terms of building new communities based on new values and
aspirations.
Again, this sort of this has to evolve in a series of steps. It could start out with some as simple as a
consumer and housing cooperative in an urban area...an effort to create an economy-within-aneconomy that's managed much better than the socially-atomized "go-it-alone" way of life.
Corvus
User ID: 7064141
Turkey
12/13/2011 09:09 PM
well its not so much it should not see sunlight, it is that the dark do not want it to see sunlight, it
contains life codes to regenerate life on this planet, and is normally released during heavy earth
changes during major axis shifts and the like. It is responsive to the gamma rays coming in from
the Center of the Milky Way for 5 years now. It will regenerate a high energy type life on this
planet. Thus there was the big effort to keep this new oil on the Gulf of Mexico floor during the big
GOM oil leak thing presented the american public.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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This is madness.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 952924
United States
12/13/2011 09:14 PM
Dear God, please get me out of here NOW! The oil she is talking about is Abiotic oil, which is a
renewable energy source becuase oil this oil can and does renew itself. The Russians were the
first tot ever drill and hit abiotic oil somewhere between 45 and 50,000 ft. they did that on land
though and they were able to cap it off. it's too dangerous to handle. But abiotic oil is a living and
renewable resource. Lesley Williams talked about this very same oil during the Gulf oil spill and
that's what was coming up and that's why they used so much corexit. He wasn't lying, he was
telling the truth.
sylvie
User ID: 6990378
United States
12/13/2011 09:23 PM

You're so right that virtue and true freedom must go hand in hand. I do believe it is possible,
though. On another board that I can't name here, I had a thread about Native American spirituality
and how it's usurped by white people. A N.A. posted on that thread saying that his people
believed in kindness and would thus always try to be kind to others and not judge. If we could all
develop that trait, freedom would be much closer at hand.
Quoting: sylvie

Highly hierarchical societies is a disaster for personal freedom my friend.I think tribal lifestyle such
as native americans,ancient gauls,ancient germans etc. is better for human nature.In order to be
free we should prevent the centralization of power and reverse it.
Quoting: Corvus 7064141

I totally agree. My ideal society would be a low-tech hunter-gatherer-organic-farming type of tribe
where everyone works for the common good plus contributes to the tribe according to his talents.
Children would be schooled and taken care of within the tribe, same with the elderly and infirm.
Money wouldn't be necessary since the tribe would produce everything itself it would need to
survive. Everyone would be encouraged to pull their own weight, and serious troublemakers
would be dealt with by exiling them if they can't be turned around.
y6h6v6h
User ID: 7079909
United States
12/13/2011 09:23 PM
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why can't friendship be a currency?
truly anything can be worth anything to us so long as we agree on it,..
what we've seemingly agreed on is the story of our enslavement.
so be it.
i would prefer to see myself and YOU living differently,.. living to fulfill our own potential and
helping each other to succeed in this realm.
money is divisive, there's no other way around it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5125473
Canada
12/13/2011 09:23 PM
Money, whether you think it good or bad, isn't real. it can't be found anywhere in the natural world.
Unlike most man made things it's utility is only based upon belief that it has value unlike tangible
products that have a definitive real world value/utility. Money isn't really anything except what it is
made of, fancy paper and ink, metals or digits on a computer. Gold and silver aren't money unless
you believe they are otherwise they are just gold and silver.
What makes it what it is, is nothing more than religion per se. I don't love or hate it because I know
it isn't real. It would be extremely difficult and even life threatening to not use it at this point in
time...so I use it. I'd rather live in a world without it or any form of measure as it does indeed
become enslaving. I suppose humans may find enough virtue in themselves some day to know
that it isn't necessary at all. Virtue and true freedom are inseperable IMO.
I think that when you dig down to it's very roots you find that it could all be a fabrication
born of fear. It does help make things fair when implemented correctly but as the OP inferred...
We're humans and we should do better.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3581832

born of greed.
Greedy people needing more and more. Willing to do whatever it take to whomever it takes to get
more and more.
A few years ago Oprah did a segment on women in different cultures. (oprah disgusts me by the
way) She got to Denmark and 2 women showed their apartments that were nice but didn't have
such opulence and size that Oprah was used to. The women told her that people there are paid
about the same wage whatever they do.
Oprah's mouth just dropped. I thought it was going to drop to the floor and she about fell off her
chair. Never saw her stumble over words like that either. She could never be in a world that she
couldn't fight to have more shit, bigger shit, better shit, power over more, and esteemed for having
so much shit. Her money is shit. It makes people like this ugly. They bask in the glory of having
the freedom because they have so much more money to do things and buy things. Their
eccruement of money somehow transcends them and makes them much better in everyone's
eyes. Then when they donate some money to charities everyone esteems them as saints???
greed born of fear of not having enough shit and wanting more and more shit than anyone else
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has. These people think that they who have the most shit is the best winner.
The warped money game to ecrue shit makes them losers.
Corvus
User ID: 7064141
Turkey
12/13/2011 09:23 PM
Dear God, please get me out of here NOW! The oil she is talking about is Abiotic oil, which is a
renewable energy source becuase oil this oil can and does renew itself. The Russians were the
first tot ever drill and hit abiotic oil somewhere between 45 and 50,000 ft. they did that on land
though and they were able to cap it off. it's too dangerous to handle. But abiotic oil is a living and
renewable resource. Lesley Williams talked about this very same oil during the Gulf oil spill and
that's what was coming up and that's why they used so much corexit. He wasn't lying, he was
telling the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 952924

Abiotic oil has not been proven true.Even if its real its in too deep therefore there would be not
enough energy gain due to wasted energy during extraction process.
sylvie
User ID: 6990378
United States
12/13/2011 09:25 PM

We are now going after the LIVING oil that is down deep and the reason they used corexit to sink
the oil in the gulf was because that oil that came up, should not see sunlight, or rather they did not
want it to see sunlight. It has a special purpose. The living oil IS coming up naturally from the
existing earth changes, also made worse by the removal of so much oil and gas.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Could you elaborate? What do you mean by "that oil that came up should not see sunlight"?
Quoting: sylvie

well its not so much it should not see sunlight, it is that the dark do not want it to see sunlight, it
contains life codes to regenerate life on this planet, and is normally released during heavy earth
changes during major axis shifts and the like. It is responsive to the gamma rays coming in from
the Center of the Milky Way for 5 years now. It will regenerate a high energy type life on this
planet. Thus there was the big effort to keep this new oil on the Gulf of Mexico floor during the big
GOM oil leak thing presented the american public.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

OK, this is fascinating. I want to hear some more. What do you mean by "it contains life codes to
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regenerate life on this planet"? In which way would it regenerate life, and what is this "high-energy
type life" you're talking about?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 952924
United States
12/13/2011 09:27 PM
Dear God, please get me out of here NOW! The oil she is talking about is Abiotic oil, which is a
renewable energy source becuase oil this oil can and does renew itself. The Russians were the
first tot ever drill and hit abiotic oil somewhere between 45 and 50,000 ft. they did that on land
though and they were able to cap it off. it's too dangerous to handle. But abiotic oil is a living and
renewable resource. Lesley Williams talked about this very same oil during the Gulf oil spill and
that's what was coming up and that's why they used so much corexit. He wasn't lying, he was
telling the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 952924

Abiotic oil has not been proven true.Even if its real its in too deep therefore there would be not
enough energy gain due to wasted energy during extraction process.
Quoting: Corvus 7064141

The Russians were the ones to drill that deep and they did hit abiotic oil. It is a continuously
renewable resource. They did it on land and they capped the wells,too. That much pressure? Are
you kidding me?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 742532
New Zealand
12/13/2011 09:33 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2192360
United States
12/13/2011 09:36 PM
The idea of money should be part of human life. Money gives us freedom to pick any item/service
we want. If things were only traded, then we have to have that specific item to get what we want.
Plus it is easier to carry and keep track of. It's those fucktard banksters that exploited this system
and fucked everyone over.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
12/13/2011 09:42 PM
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It'll never happen, Sorry
End of thread
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7065153

So it is if that's what you put your mind to which is why I believe this thread was created - to
prompt thinking & visualizations for radical change. Plus ask yourself, is this what you truly feel in
your core or what you have been indoctrinated to think? Thinking it will never happen will keep
you exactly where you are which is what tptb want. We all need to start creating another reality.
We can all choose where to apply our energy & focus. Time is very short.
Great thread Miss Nip!
Future Cosmologist
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6051625
Canada
12/13/2011 09:43 PM
Because you have destroyed your world and you have done so by allowing MONEY to be used to
squelch your creative minds and reduce you to enslaved beings.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I get absolutely livid when I'm told I am responsible for destroying my world; I am responsible for
for being enslaved. NIP, you are full of shit!!! I am NOT destroying this world. I did NOT allow
money to be used to enslave me and everyone else. This is the work of the banks, corporations,
and governments and I will NOT take responsibility for their destruction of the planet, banking
system, laws, people, animals, environment, etc. We, the people, had absolutely nothing to do
with the problems of this world other than our minds were subject to insidious programming. This
is NOT our fault. We were deceived! THAT is the problem. If you want to blame the people of the
world for the problems, then blame our MK Ultra-programmed minds, but most certainly not our
hearts or our intentions. Damn! I'm sick of this responsibility crap!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 09:49 PM

Dear God, please get me out of here NOW! The oil she is talking about is Abiotic oil, which is a
renewable energy source becuase oil this oil can and does renew itself. The Russians were the
first tot ever drill and hit abiotic oil somewhere between 45 and 50,000 ft. they did that on land
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though and they were able to cap it off. it's too dangerous to handle. But abiotic oil is a living and
renewable resource. Lesley Williams talked about this very same oil during the Gulf oil spill and
that's what was coming up and that's why they used so much corexit. He wasn't lying, he was
telling the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 952924

dear one, this is the lie about the nature of the PURPOSE of this oil. It regenerates other STUFF,
it makes some of the stuff life needs, and enough right now. it is NOT oil to burn up to continue
polluting the planet with.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 09:53 PM

Because you have destroyed your world and you have done so by allowing MONEY to be used to
squelch your creative minds and reduce you to enslaved beings.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I get absolutely livid when I'm told I am responsible for destroying my world; I am responsible for
for being enslaved. NIP, you are full of shit!!! I am NOT destroying this world. I did NOT allow
money to be used to enslave me and everyone else. This is the work of the banks, corporations,
and governments and I will NOT take responsibility for their destruction of the planet, banking
system, laws, people, animals, environment, etc. We, the people, had absolutely nothing to do
with the problems of this world other than our minds were subject to insidious programming. This
is NOT our fault. We were deceived! THAT is the problem. If you want to blame the people of the
world for the problems, then blame our MK Ultra-programmed minds, but most certainly not our
hearts or our intentions. Damn! I'm sick of this responsibility crap!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6051625

Nope every thing on this world is jointly created. It is impossible to get the people of this planet to
grow and change. You allowed money to enslave you when you took your first job. The churches
could have had the power to do this, but they have not. They are so controlled. But I do agree
most people did not know, but creative people CAN SEE the EFFECTS OF BILLIONS on this
planet.
I bitched up a storm about all of this growing up my family and in school. TO NO AVAIL. People
did not care or did not want to look, and then there is Christianity which promised the rapture and
dear Jesus come and save us from ourselves. This world is full of GOOD PEOPLE WHO DID
NOTHING IN ENOUGH NUMBERS to accomplish anything. I used to argue hours with Buddha on
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this one and I lost every time years ago. Enough people did know enough and they did nothing.
After about 1980 it was pretty much too late.
In this country KENT STATE killed off the college protests that even I was part of in those now
olden days. I argued and argued that, those of us that came, and why did everyone just start new
age natural tea and grocery stores and buy SUV's, settled into life and had babies. If you are old
enough to remember those days, please do, or any body else here.
There will be age long discussions about how millions of star seeds in the US of A alone got
STUCK and were either unable to wake up, or were to afraid to step forward. I think simply NOT
ENOUGH effort to support us myself. Those of you in my age range reading here ponder it. Just
for the learning.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/13/2011 09:58 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 10:03 PM

Dear God, please get me out of here NOW! The oil she is talking about is Abiotic oil, which is a
renewable energy source becuase oil this oil can and does renew itself. The Russians were the
first tot ever drill and hit abiotic oil somewhere between 45 and 50,000 ft. they did that on land
though and they were able to cap it off. it's too dangerous to handle. But abiotic oil is a living and
renewable resource. Lesley Williams talked about this very same oil during the Gulf oil spill and
that's what was coming up and that's why they used so much corexit. He wasn't lying, he was
telling the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 952924

Abiotic oil has not been proven true.Even if its real its in too deep therefore there would be not
enough energy gain due to wasted energy during extraction process.
Quoting: Corvus 7064141

oh baby its coming up just fine on its own plus mans efforts. It is not what you have been told it is.
It is not to come up from the very deep until axis shifts and the like though. I think I posted on this
to you a bit ago or another. This is the oil that regenerates a planet during a big cleanse.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 10:06 PM
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Because you have destroyed your world and you have done so by allowing MONEY to be used to
squelch your creative minds and reduce you to enslaved beings.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I get absolutely livid when I'm told I am responsible for destroying my world; I am responsible for
for being enslaved. NIP, you are full of shit!!! I am NOT destroying this world. I did NOT allow
money to be used to enslave me and everyone else. This is the work of the banks, corporations,
and governments and I will NOT take responsibility for their destruction of the planet, banking
system, laws, people, animals, environment, etc. We, the people, had absolutely nothing to do
with the problems of this world other than our minds were subject to insidious programming. This
is NOT our fault. We were deceived! THAT is the problem. If you want to blame the people of the
world for the problems, then blame our MK Ultra-programmed minds, but most certainly not our
hearts or our intentions. Damn! I'm sick of this responsibility crap!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6051625

Can I ask how careful YOU HAVE BEEN IN YOUR CONSUMPTION though of the things of this
planet. What kind of autos did you buy and id you change them in every time they got a bit out of
date. Did you purchase more car/motor than you need? Are you careful with your water use, and
product use? Do you require a new wardrobe every season? All these thing people could have
considered. Not a cure but a start. Some of the planetary ills regards pollution is due to simple
overpopulation mixed with shit technology.
Did you TEACH your family and those around you about any of this. I did, and many of mine didn't
want to listen and to that I have no solution.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
12/13/2011 10:19 PM
Please all of you, STATE your WORK you do for money here and the work you gift this world as
"charity" for which you get no pay and tell which ones feels the best? State if your work for which
you get paid, is fully worthy of what you have to offer also.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

no way, honey.
Quoting: pool

Oops, just saw this part. I'm in Sales & Marketing with a family operated business, great group of
people but the job itself is not satisfying. The flip side of that is I'm incredibly grateful for my job &
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that I have a job. It has allowed me as a single person to pay all my bills including a mortgage plus
be there to help friends/family when they have experienced difficult times. Not sure if that counts
as charity but it certainly is gratifying. Fully worthy, probably not because Im not 'touched' inside
by it, if that makes sense. On another thread I read the word 'Cosmology', it was the first time I've
read of something that I would want to be - a Cosmologist. That would be worth throwing myself
into.
Crankgorilla
User ID: 7081875
Australia
12/13/2011 10:26 PM
So very naive. Who's going to do the jobs that are not pleasant? Who will harvest the crops? Who
will can the food? Who will clean the toilets? Clean the grill? Package the food? Make your car?
Sweep the streets? Repair the broken? The list is endless. The barter system is essential for
people to suvive and society to function. No one will unblock toilets pro-bono. Not unless it's their
own, and even then....
People like you are so fucking stupid. Do you even know what a real days work is? There's no
way anyone is "gifting" that. Grow up and take a look around. Even the very keyboard you type on
was made by someone who I bet could think of better things to be doing than sitting on a process
line making your dumb ass fucking computer components.
Retard.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 10:28 PM

So very naive. Who's going to do the jobs that are not pleasant? Who will harvest the crops? Who
will can the food? Who will clean the toilets? Clean the grill? Package the food? Make your car?
Sweep the streets? Repair the broken? The list is endless. The barter system is essential for
people to suvive and society to function. No one will unblock toilets pro-bono. Not unless it's their
own, and even then....
People like you are so fucking stupid. Do you even know what a real days work is? There's no
way anyone is "gifting" that. Grow up and take a look around. Even the very keyboard you type on
was made by someone who I bet could think of better things to be doing than sitting on a process
line making your dumb ass fucking computer components.
Retard.
Quoting: Crankgorilla
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read the thread, plenty of ideas in it. EVERYONE WORKS. IF THIS WORLD WERE OFF
MONEY, people still will have jobs and careers. Grow your mind. it is you who does not look so
good in this thread. The keyboard I would type on would still be made by someone. Money is not
necessary to the process of creating what man needs. It is totally FAKE and retards growth.
My keyboard was probably made by someone under paid in a foreign country. I don't know where
apple has their manufacturing done. living without money does NOT stop manufacturing. In fact it
will begat a desire to produce much better goods that will last well. even in heaven there is
manufacturing, in fact the world of heaven themselves are manufactured, and no money
exchanges hands in the process.
We would in fact develop toilets that do not need cleaning. How about that? We will get rid of
streets and go to hover craft and rail for mass transport. We will manufacture cars you can only
dream off that would last hundreds of years. We would go into space and explore. We would
because we would word fewer hours, have lots of wonder things to engage in that excite the spirit.
There will be professional "barter" teams that will handle the distribution of goods, from their
manufacture to delivery. You will just go into the store and walk out with your foods and other
needs. People will still manufacture clothing and the like. And ART will take off like crazy, and no
more cheap chinese junk art will grace your homes.
BIG NEWS: You will work and play and enjoy life your entire life eternal. Unless you are on
a world like this one. this IS your hell, did you know that?
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/13/2011 10:40 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1535578
Australia
12/13/2011 10:33 PM
A person can't even get paid without paying money to a bank for their account. Ridiculous!!!
A person cant drive a car without paying for not just the car, but the license, the insurance, the
registration.
I CAN DRIVE! I BOUGHT THE CAR.... SO LET ME FUCKING DRIVE!
y6h6v6h
User ID: 7079909
United States
12/13/2011 10:36 PM
working to live closer together as a community needs to be the 21st century goal.. this idea of
"independence" away from the family/tribal unit is a sea-fairing pirate mentality that we've been
indoctrinated with since 1492,.. divide and conquer the family,.. they make better slaves that way.
y6h6v6h
User ID: 7079909
United States
12/13/2011 10:37 PM
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A person can't even get paid without paying money to a bank for their account. Ridiculous!!!
A person cant drive a car without paying for not just the car, but the license, the insurance, the
registration.
I CAN DRIVE! I BOUGHT THE CAR.... SO LET ME FUCKING DRIVE!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1535578

free men/women don't ask for permission,.. now do they? =P
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 10:40 PM

A person can't even get paid without paying money to a bank for their account. Ridiculous!!!
A person cant drive a car without paying for not just the car, but the license, the insurance, the
registration.
I CAN DRIVE! I BOUGHT THE CAR.... SO LET ME FUCKING DRIVE!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1535578

free men/women don't ask for permission,.. now do they? =P
Quoting: y6h6v6h

In credibly wise statement, thank you. One great reason to give up the STATE.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 10:44 PM
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That's why I'm not so sure about the technology part of your vision; my personal feeling is that our
modern technology has done us more harm than good.
Quoting: sylvie

It is the money that incentive application of harmful technologies.
If we actually were guided by what is useful and good for us outcome would be much different.
Quoting: Shogu666

in response to both posts above: The technology that was developed is NOT ideal, there is much
better to come. ALL the Heaven worlds use technology people. It is the money incentive yes, that
caused our harmful technologies to be developed and also some destructive controllers who
KNOW what the ascension is about and wanted to continue to thwart that which is coming. They
would rather destroy the planet, then come back to goodness.
On normal planets there IS celestial guidance and this one is now back in those hands and that
will come about after the big cleanse.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 10:50 PM

I know that I could survive without money, power & technology. Fuck it all off I say!

Too many spoilt cunts roaming the planet at the moment expecting everything for nothing & willing
to do whatever it takes to fulfill their selfish self centered needs.
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

I dream for something major to go down where all of the worlds power grids are destroyed beyond
repair, where all the worlds military powers are immobilized & rendered powerless.
Bring the shit on!
This place is fucked!
We need to start from scratch!
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!
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Indeed, but that is not the answer either, for great disease, fear, killing and all the rest would
result. there would be few survivors of it. To take away the power needed at this time would be
horribly destructive and would result if nothing else caused in the evacuation of the planet. We are
to develop quality technology that is the goal of ascendant civilizations. Man is not intended to
stay a hunter gatherer.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 11:23 PM

To "Nobody in Particular."
Come over here and unclog my toilet. Stick your face in that fucking shit and recieve nothing in
return. Are you prepared to do that every day? To go home smelling of shit? Somebody has to.
Money is a representation of a barter system. Even your stupid "gift" system is based in a barter
environment. You are fucking clueless. You're the one who needs to wake up.
Quoting: Crankgorilla

whoever would come clean your fucking toilet would be simply doing a job just as now. Where is
your mind????? FIND IT. SERVICES CONTINUE. NO MONEY DOES NOT MEAN NO WORK.
Cut the crap. all folks have housing, food, supplies, services. no money need change hands.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/13/2011 11:28 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 11:35 PM

We are now going after the LIVING oil that is down deep and the reason they used corexit to sink
the oil in the gulf was because that oil that came up, should not see sunlight, or rather they did not
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want it to see sunlight. It has a special purpose. The living oil IS coming up naturally from the
existing earth changes, also made worse by the removal of so much oil and gas.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Could you elaborate? What do you mean by "that oil that came up should not see sunlight"?
Quoting: sylvie

well its not so much it should not see sunlight, it is that the dark do not want it to see sunlight, it
contains life codes to regenerate life on this planet, and is normally released during heavy earth
changes during major axis shifts and the like. It is responsive to the gamma rays coming in from
the Center of the Milky Way for 5 years now. It will regenerate a high energy type life on this
planet. Thus there was the big effort to keep this new oil on the Gulf of Mexico floor during the big
GOM oil leak thing presented the american public.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

your questions prompted me to look at a thread I never got to here, a summary of the Bezerk
thread I tired off, got to long to hard to find OP' posts. Somebody made a summary which I
bookmarked but did not read, and I am only 1/2 thru it now, but here's the link: Thread: ONLY
OP's BEZERK POSTS
And here a block of posts which I had never read, I got my info from those above:
actually rather than posting a block just skip down at the above link for a summary left by OP of
that thread before he left on a tour of duty. Really pretty decent. Only OP's , part 19, of pag 475499 I suggest reading it all , of part 19 but if you want to just look at the oil statements, skip down
to this date OP 10:45 AM 9/18/2010
I will make one quote here: Are extraterrestrial factors involved, and if so, what?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1087173
Yes. However, although the organism itself is primordial to our existence its been programmed to
lay and wait(hibernate) and to AWAKE at a certain time of our solar time and position by an
extraterrestrial presence/race soon before their return. We unfortunately do not know how near
"soon" is. "Soon" could be anything from moths to years. In simplistic terms we speculate the
organism is preparing the oceans, climate and geological setup of the earth to become more
"visitor" friendly for the returning masters who programmed and created/breaded this organism in
the first place. Some have used the term "terra forming". That term fits in with our speculation and
understanding of what is happening with our planet.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/13/2011 11:39 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1262588
United States
12/14/2011 05:23 AM
WOW JUST WOW...MANY PEOPLE CANT HANDLE THIS TRUTH OP
ANYONE WHO CAN NOT DREAM OF A WORLD WITH NO MONEY WILL FOREVER BE A
PART OF A WORLD IN WHICH MONEY EXIST. AND WHEN THEY ARE POOR IN THAT
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WORLD...THEN AND ONLY THEN MAY THEY WAKE UP!
THE FUTURE WORLD WONT BE RUN BY MONEY...HUMANITY WILL FINALLY GET IT.
SADLY TO SAY THIS THREAD IS AHEAD MANY PEOPLES HEADS...THIS MIGHT BE THE
BEST POST I HAVE EVER READ HERE!
Happy Dog
User ID: 3263959
Romania
12/14/2011 06:32 AM
WOW JUST WOW...MANY PEOPLE CANT HANDLE THIS TRUTH OP
ANYONE WHO CAN NOT DREAM OF A WORLD WITH NO MONEY WILL FOREVER BE A
PART OF A WORLD IN WHICH MONEY EXIST. AND WHEN THEY ARE POOR IN THAT
WORLD...THEN AND ONLY THEN MAY THEY WAKE UP!
THE FUTURE WORLD WONT BE RUN BY MONEY...HUMANITY WILL FINALLY GET IT.
SADLY TO SAY THIS THREAD IS AHEAD MANY PEOPLES HEADS...THIS MIGHT BE THE
BEST POST I HAVE EVER READ HERE!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1262588

True! It is happening NOW, even if we want it or not. The day without money will come soon. It's
not going to be an easy transition... Remember native americans, living in harmony with nature...
tell me, what was their currency? :D They had NONE. What happened with native americans?
Where did they go? Oh, they were killed? For gold? For lands? Now you have a house, tomorow
you will need a car, then you need gas, then you dream for a holiday house, then... a trip... maybe
you want to gamble at the casino or trade goods on the 'free market'. How? Buy here and sell
there for a profit? Cool! You're going to stay on a hill of money. Great! You will pay taxes, lots of
taxes to feed politicians an the system. More money you have, more troubles. All this time,
somewhere in this world, a child is dying because of starving. Nobody cares, we have computers
an satelites, we can do anything we want, even start a war because someone does not 'fit' with
our interests. All is bull shit! ALL! We need to change from inside, as I said before, we need to
learn to give, we need to learn to smile and to help people in needs. Some of you said that
nobody wants to work for free. It's not true. People will still work. What about free software? Do
you use free or open source software? I do and I must tell you I love this guys even I don't know
them. I'm using Blender and I thank those guys EVERY DAY. One day I will return something in
exchange. I will never forget that all those guys are PIONIERS.
Anyway, this is by far the most interesting thread on GLP. Thank you! :) Have a wonderful
transition! ;)
Happy Dog
User ID: 3263959
Romania
12/14/2011 06:44 AM
Sorry for my bad English, I meant 'pioneers' instead 'pioniers'. :)
Happy Dog
User ID: 3263959
Romania
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12/14/2011 07:01 AM
LOL, I just found this:
[link to a8.sphotos.ak.fbcdn.net]
Tiago63
User ID: 7101018
Brazil
12/14/2011 09:03 AM

In our present situation money is needed because there is no trust between human beings.
If we manage to build a new humanity based on mutual trust, money will not be needed.
Real list
User ID: 871368
United States
12/14/2011 09:53 AM

get real
Snip:
According to Mr. Finnsson, if Iceland’s resources are tapped too quickly, the underground hot
water necessary to produce the power (and heat buildings in Iceland) could run out in 70 years or
so. Geothermal energy, he said, is “not renewable if you use it to an extreme.” [link to
green.blogs.nytimes.com]
Another fantasy bubble popped
Quoting: Real list

Yes he also says "could lead to a temporary depletion of a geothermal field,"
It is normal that if you-over consume bad shit happens. This is exactly what happens due to
monetary incentive.
That what is exactly happening to our planet right now and i guess you are OK with that.
Quoting: Shogu666

this was answer to a post that claimed there us UNLIMITED energy available.
I disputed that claim with facts or expert opinion.
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Geothermal (the heat in earth's core) is residual, not renewable. If the earth cools too much we
lose the magnetic protection from solar radiation. Other experts say that tapping that energy may
cool the earth faster than natural cooling.
But then again, you can say whatever you want
Real list
User ID: 871368
United States
12/14/2011 09:58 AM

WOW JUST WOW...MANY PEOPLE CANT HANDLE THIS TRUTH OP
ANYONE WHO CAN NOT DREAM OF A WORLD WITH NO MONEY WILL FOREVER BE A
PART OF A WORLD IN WHICH MONEY EXIST. AND WHEN THEY ARE POOR IN THAT
WORLD...THEN AND ONLY THEN MAY THEY WAKE UP!
THE FUTURE WORLD WONT BE RUN BY MONEY...HUMANITY WILL FINALLY GET IT.
SADLY TO SAY THIS THREAD IS AHEAD MANY PEOPLES HEADS...THIS MIGHT BE THE
BEST POST I HAVE EVER READ HERE!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1262588

In this fantasy world without money one common theme is everything will be free for everybody.
Everybody would include those who do not currently accept the idea.
How can I be poor in a world that is based on unconditional generousity? I will gladly take your
gifts. Thanks in advance
Real list
User ID: 871368
United States
12/14/2011 10:01 AM

Says the commie who would probably genocide millions of dissenters to implement his mad
utopia.
Quoting: Manu-Koelbren

Yes i would start with you. Genocide is the only way
/end sarcasm
I am not saying how people should live their lives, I am asking you to ponder on human nature
and understand that the lack of challenge doesn't necessarily create virtue on humans. Do the
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spoiled offspring of the very wealthy turn to be virtuous very often?
Humanity has evolved to the point they have because being faced with struggle and overcoming
it. To overcome struggle one must be faced with the possibility of failure.
You're just obstinate into applying your failed utopia, you don't want to look at objective facts.
If you need to change human nature to apply your system, your system is flawed.
Quoting: Manu-Koelbren

There are no objective facts you show me only your propaganda that you hear on TV.
Show some actual data that would backup your argument then we can talk like adults.
Quoting: Shogu666

Actual data regarding what? Moneyless societies were attempted with communism/socialism and
all of them degenerated into aggressive totalitarian dictatorships.
If you're speaking about how a life without struggle affects individuals, I can't show you a study, I
recommend you go visit a white family of white farmers in South Africa and then you go visit any
welfare taking family in America or Britain and you see for yourself the effect of being given things
for free vs working your ass to achieve your goals with no possibility of being bailed out if you fail.
Human nature is merely observable, don't be an

Quoting: Manu-Koelbren

Communism worked well in the USSR. People were issued vouchers for all their needs. But there
were shortages of many items, including toilet papaer. It was a joke around the world for a few
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years.
Save the voucher and hope the toilet papaer arrives, or be practical and wipe with the voucher.
Free choice
Last Edited by Real list on 12/14/2011 10:03 AM
Real list
User ID: 871368
United States
12/14/2011 10:03 AM

Two words:
Project Venus.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7072445

project venus has not even updated it's website in the past 10 years.
How long should we hold our breath for real progress?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1491467
United States
12/14/2011 10:33 AM
Retard.
Quoting: Crankgorilla

read the thread, plenty of ideas in it. EVERYONE WORKS. IF THIS WORLD WERE OFF
MONEY, people still will have jobs and careers. Grow your mind. it is you who does not look so
good in this thread. The keyboard I would type on would still be made by someone. Money is not
necessary to the process of creating what man needs. It is totally FAKE and retards growth.
My keyboard was probably made by someone under paid in a foreign country. I don't know where
apple has their manufacturing done. living without money does NOT stop manufacturing. In fact it
will begat a desire to produce much better goods that will last well. even in heaven there is
manufacturing, in fact the world of heaven themselves are manufactured, and no money
exchanges hands in the process.
We would in fact develop toilets that do not need cleaning. How about that? We will get rid of
streets and go to hover craft and rail for mass transport. We will manufacture cars you can only
dream off that would last hundreds of years. We would go into space and explore. We would
because we would word fewer hours, have lots of wonder things to engage in that excite the spirit.
There will be professional "barter" teams that will handle the distribution of goods, from their
manufacture to delivery. You will just go into the store and walk out with your foods and other
needs. People will still manufacture clothing and the like. And ART will take off like crazy, and no
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more cheap chinese junk art will grace your homes.
BIG NEWS: You will work and play and enjoy life your entire life eternal. Unless you are on
a world like this one. this IS your hell, did you know that?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Dear NIP, If a person only who enjoys working (job) a lot, but doesn’t like to serve others, he/she
believes in God but not interested in searching for God, will that person be qualified to ascend
with Earth?
Thanks,
BWG
Real list
User ID: 871368
United States
12/14/2011 12:04 PM

Public parks are free. So why do peole do this
[link to www.featurepics.com]
instead of taking care of
[link to farm3.static.flickr.com]
or this
[link to farm4.static.flickr.com]

Human nature needs to drastically change before there can be fair sharing of labor and resources.
Until that happen, capitalism using a currency has the best method of incentivizing all to
cooperate
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6990378
United States
12/14/2011 12:44 PM
Public parks are free. So why do peole do this
[link to www.featurepics.com]
instead of taking care of
[link to farm3.static.flickr.com]
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or this
[link to farm4.static.flickr.com]
Quoting: Real list

Because people are lazy and rely on the government (municipalities, etc.) to take care of
everything; they think "I don't have anything to do with this, it's not my park, so why clean up my
crap?" (At least some; most people I know do take their garbage with them.)
If there was no government and everyone would have to fend for themselves (even though in
groups), things would be a little different, I think.
But yes, I agree that people would have to change before this "Utopian" society could happen.
That's why I think we need a total economic collapse and possibly some major earth changes,
basically for the slate to be wiped clean. Traditionally, in hard times people stick together much
more and take care of each other.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7110128
Germany
12/14/2011 12:55 PM
Money, as particle, is nothing else than a placeholder, a reminder of attention.
It is not an entity. It is not a ghost. It has no will. It is the expression of attention in relation of
spending it and consuming it ruled by an abstract, intelligent design.
Anything can be money, as long it qualifies to store attention for to deal with.
To work is to pay attention in a well frighten quality. Your efforts will be reminded. Four scratches
in a bow.
To deal with stored attention is a progress on our run through time and space.
The former, patriarchy style of government by ruling attention alone with the sword is waiting and
nothing else, when the orientation to the competition with money gets lost.
No money. Humanity is accustomed to an extend large period of having none. Remember. Do you
need matches.
gypsy heart
User ID: 5125473
Canada
12/14/2011 03:26 PM
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I bitched up a storm about all of this growing up my family and in school. TO NO AVAIL. People
did not care or did not want to look, and then there is Christianity which promised the rapture and
dear Jesus come and save us from ourselves. This world is full of GOOD PEOPLE WHO DID
NOTHING IN ENOUGH NUMBERS to accomplish anything.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I too have bitched up a storm and also to no avail in the government. It is all designed to keep it
locked in tight by those who love it, thrive on it, addicted to it and don't want it changed.
There will be age long discussions about how millions of star seeds in the US of A alone got
STUCK and were either unable to wake up, or were to afraid to step forward. I think simply NOT
ENOUGH effort to support us myself. Those of you in my age range reading here ponder it.
Just for the learning.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

here here!!
those on a different sphere, well, most haven't had a clue in my opinion.
Which is why you and I are having this little life so they can get a clue and bring that clue to them.
The idea of little support has long been my bone to pick as well. It becomes a complex debate
about rights and choice. This is what I see the 'problem' debate boil down to - rights and choice.
lol, don't get me started on that!! (it's difficult for me to put it in words anyway.)
I haven't read much of your comments on glp, but I am completely in agreement with you on this
one!
You and I need to do some tag-team discussions on the other level and give those dudes an
edjamacation. Some of them are completely out of touch.
gypsy heart
User ID: 5125473
Canada
12/14/2011 03:46 PM
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No money. Humanity is accustomed to an extend large period of having none. Remember. Do you
need matches.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7110128

Going back to the option you state of the sword vs money is another limited option. Then they
liked to use monarchy to control the people's power and possession and religion to control it.
It's not just the idea that people are accustomed to periods of not having money, it's about what
happens to the human psyche and experience when they don't have and yet they need, which
needs are not met. Also, the perceived needs setting up addictions to greed for things they really
don't even need. It's like a virus. The imbalance possession and aquiring greed puts the
imbalance into play even more, whether that possession is gained through actual money or some
other system of control used of old.
These human traits have been prevalent in our culture for a very long time, with or without the use
of money; but the capitalistic eccruement of money and possessions/ownership and luxury has
made it disasterous and given it a different twist. The idea of freedom to eccrue has left society
not free at all, but in bondage. You will not get many North Americans agreeing to this thread
however, they love their capitalistic greed toward attaining anything and everything whether they
actually need it or not, and any thought that might push it out of place borders on (gasp) the threat
of fear of communism. (just re-read the sad American opinions on threads during the Obama
health care debates... wow, it brought the greed out and you soon knew the exact minds and
souls of the posters very clearly.)
Last Edited by gypsy heart on 12/14/2011 03:51 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 742532
New Zealand
12/14/2011 04:17 PM

For thought.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6990378
United States
12/14/2011 05:55 PM
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I know that I could survive without money, power & technology. Fuck it all off I say!

Too many spoilt cunts roaming the planet at the moment expecting everything for nothing & willing
to do whatever it takes to fulfill their selfish self centered needs.
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

I dream for something major to go down where all of the worlds power grids are destroyed beyond
repair, where all the worlds military powers are immobilized & rendered powerless.
Bring the shit on!
This place is fucked!
We need to start from scratch!
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

Indeed, but that is not the answer either, for great disease, fear, killing and all the rest would
result. there would be few survivors of it. To take away the power needed at this time would be
horribly destructive and would result if nothing else caused in the evacuation of the planet. We are
to develop quality technology that is the goal of ascendant civilizations. Man is not intended to
stay a hunter gatherer.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You speak nonsense.There are no ascendant civilizations.Get Real.What is your proof to back up
your claims?Some new age mumbo jumbo bullcrap written by a nutjob?If you want technology to
improve so bad then you are a weak human with no self-confidence.Because of their weakness,
people like you always crave for more organized forms of society and more
technology.Weak,coward,non selfconfident and oversocialized persons are always tools for the
power freak elites for their agendas.
High tech has many purposes such as;increasing dependance upon system,increasing the
number of the human cattle,improving the surveillance systems,improving military weapons to
control the human cattle etc. It is merely a tool for DOMESTICATION and SLAVERY.
Our distant ancestors lived without high-tech tools and they were thousands times more free than
us.They made their own tools for survival thus they were more smart and practical.They lived
totally independent of technology.For example if electrical grid collapse then you will most likely
die due to domestication.But your ancestors managed to live in most harsh conditions.You are
weak if you depend upon system.This is the cold hard fact.
Quoting: Corvus 7108417

Though I would have said it a little nicer, I would basically agree with you. I think it would be much
better to live in a low-tech world than in a high-tech world, no matter how "free" it's supposed to
be.
gypsy heart
User ID: 5125473
Canada
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12/14/2011 07:11 PM

Human nature needs to drastically change before there can be fair sharing of labor and resources.
Until that happen, capitalism using a currency has the best method of incentivizing all to
cooperate
Quoting: Real list

I agree that human nature would have to drastically change, which is why a moneyless system
would not work in this society. Socialist types of governments end up with serious abuse from the
abuser types of humans and an economy just can't balance its books with that much abuse to a
system. You can see massive abuse from rich and poor in most of the socialistic types of
governments.
However, I don't see how you prove capitalism to be the best method to give incentive. Lack of
regulation in a Capitalistic country is causing such division between the haves and the have nots,
replace capitalism with the word medieval monarchy and the similarities become astounding. This
type of capitalistic venture has never made for a good culture no matter what the label and it still
hasn't.
Problem is that no matter what the label of the government people often default to abuse a system
for selfish greed and gain without thinking of how their actions and choices affect the rest of the
world and therefore inevitably their own experience. Abuse of every system is seen in the rich and
the poor and all points in between.
That's why the system is as it is in the planet, people need to experience cause and effect through
pain of their actions before they can ever rise to a level where they understand how to live without
a monetary system.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/14/2011 07:43 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!
Retard.
Quoting: Crankgorilla

read the thread, plenty of ideas in it. EVERYONE WORKS. IF THIS WORLD WERE OFF
MONEY, people still will have jobs and careers. Grow your mind. it is you who does not look so
good in this thread. The keyboard I would type on would still be made by someone. Money is not
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necessary to the process of creating what man needs. It is totally FAKE and retards growth.
My keyboard was probably made by someone under paid in a foreign country. I don't know where
apple has their manufacturing done. living without money does NOT stop manufacturing. In fact it
will begat a desire to produce much better goods that will last well. even in heaven there is
manufacturing, in fact the world of heaven themselves are manufactured, and no money
exchanges hands in the process.
We would in fact develop toilets that do not need cleaning. How about that? We will get rid of
streets and go to hover craft and rail for mass transport. We will manufacture cars you can only
dream off that would last hundreds of years. We would go into space and explore. We would
because we would word fewer hours, have lots of wonder things to engage in that excite the spirit.
There will be professional "barter" teams that will handle the distribution of goods, from their
manufacture to delivery. You will just go into the store and walk out with your foods and other
needs. People will still manufacture clothing and the like. And ART will take off like crazy, and no
more cheap chinese junk art will grace your homes.
BIG NEWS: You will work and play and enjoy life your entire life eternal. Unless you are on
a world like this one. this IS your hell, did you know that?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Dear NIP, If a person only who enjoys working (job) a lot, but doesn’t like to serve others, he/she
believes in God but not interested in searching for God, will that person be qualified to ascend
with Earth?
Thanks,
BWG.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1491467

I don't set the rules on that. I am not the judge and that can't be answered that clearly. Soul history
is long. These ones have observers and make the decisions. Sadly many in religion believe in
God but don't search, because they see God outside themselves.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/14/2011 08:29 PM
good day NIP, I had thought the other day of the insanity of someone printing a piece of paper,
distributing it, so they can just take it right back. I don't know about you guys but for me that is
insane. We are being controlled by insane people and we are in insane for falling for it. I am
beginning to understand that money is not the problem because anything can be given value
because i said so. It is what lies within man and when i say man i mean male and female. Once
you break from this bondage you get closer to being HU-MAN. We all know what needs to be
done, it's like the scene from the Matrix where the one guy betrays Neo and the gang, he could
not let go of savoring that piece of steak. Money is an addiction we have to overcome.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
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12/14/2011 08:43 PM

I would like to thank all of you for participation in the thread. I m still reading thru it, as I could not
follow it continuously during the pin. Many ideas and thought presented. And it stayed civil!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/14/2011 08:45 PM

Dear God, please get me out of here NOW! The oil she is talking about is Abiotic oil, which is a
renewable energy source becuase oil this oil can and does renew itself. The Russians were the
first tot ever drill and hit abiotic oil somewhere between 45 and 50,000 ft. they did that on land
though and they were able to cap it off. it's too dangerous to handle. But abiotic oil is a living and
renewable resource. Lesley Williams talked about this very same oil during the Gulf oil spill and
that's what was coming up and that's why they used so much corexit. He wasn't lying, he was
telling the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 952924

Abiotic oil has not been proven true.Even if its real its in too deep therefore there would be not
enough energy gain due to wasted energy during extraction process.
Quoting: Corvus 7064141

oh it is coming up by nature......it has purpose, it is not "abiotic", bad word for it. It is living and will
play a huge role in regenerating the planet during the earth changes as it contacts the sunlight
and gamma rays coming in.
I removed some of the posts, the ones focusing on where I live and my health. These were
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uncalled for lies that show up in threads where I am posting truth, some folks just wait around it
seems to haunt me. I have always been forthright and honest about my living circumstances and
when I see these posts in my threads I remove them. I have never had a mental health
hospitalization by my daughter and I deeply resent those posts. All the years I was so very ill, she
was not even here to cause such, being overseas or living in another place, nor even old enough
for that matter. Please to not accept lies as truth and engage in the rumor mill. I am not separated
from her and we enjoyed a wondrous thanksgiving together, which I spent at her home. enough is
enough on this.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/14/2011 11:15 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7100809
United States
12/14/2011 08:49 PM
good day NIP, I had thought the other day of the insanity of someone printing a piece of paper,
distributing it, so they can just take it right back. I don't know about you guys but for me that is
insane. We are being controlled by insane people and we are in insane for falling for it. I am
beginning to understand that money is not the problem because anything can be given value
because i said so. It is what lies within man and when i say man i mean male and female. Once
you break from this bondage you get closer to being HU-MAN. We all know what needs to be
done, it's like the scene from the Matrix where the one guy betrays Neo and the gang, he could
not let go of savoring that piece of steak. Money is an addiction we have to overcome.
Quoting: Andyjax

I love the Matrix!!! I love Sci-Fi!!! Always have thought it had to be closer to the truth than this...
Money is becoming irrelavent, it is just a bunch of numbers on your computer now. How many
people actually handle cash anymore? Very seldom. Direct deposit, credit cards, banking is all
done electronically, what actually exchanges hands? Nothing... Just the numbers on your screen.
Is this conditioning us for it to be removed? I for one hope so, cause I work hard and the numbers
don't always stay positive anymore, haven't seen anyone notice, or care... What if the market
crashed tomorrow, would anyone actually lose anything? Nope, just numbers on their screen, is
that money? Nope, just numbers on a screen. Of course, people still won't be happy because their
numbers dropped. People really need to open the box, get out, and start thinking with their mind
and soul. What is really important in life? What do you really enjoy, when you are doing it? My
favorite is camping with my family, away from all the numbers, the internet, the tv. Just nature and
family. If anyone can argue that one, I dare you to try it...
Ozark
User ID: 1234516
United States
12/14/2011 09:23 PM

I sure can!
With sharing and community, like tribes function, it is possible.
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With the current mindset and the old TPTB control, no.
I think we are a "Global Tribe" in reality and have much power and potential to reach a Global
Unity Consciousness, yet!

Peace!
y6h6v6h
User ID: 2243946
United States
12/14/2011 11:45 PM
Two words:
Project Venus.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7072445

project venus has not even updated it's website in the past 10 years.
How long should we hold our breath for real progress?
Quoting: Real list
venus project is illuminati sponsored bologna,..
you don't need fancy blueprints or a fully-mechanized society to be free,.. you only need to make
the choice to be free.
the questions is often asked, "what would replace money if it disappeared?" my answer is,
"nothing."
begin by gifting your skills and services to people you know,.. through this behavior we can
communicate compassion and 'right' desire which will show(teach) others how to do the same
thing,.. through behavior we are able to make TRUE change,.. none of this stuff is going to
happen overnight,.. it takes a really, really long time.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7139869
Germany
12/15/2011 12:58 AM

No money. Humanity is accustomed to an extend large period of having none. Remember. Do you
need matches.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7110128

Going back to the option you state of the sword vs money is another limited option. Then they
liked to use monarchy to control the people's power and possession and religion to control it.
It's not just the idea that people are accustomed to periods of not having money, it's about what
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happens to the human psyche and experience when they don't have and yet they need, which
needs are not met. Also, the perceived needs setting up addictions to greed for things they really
don't even need. It's like a virus. The imbalance possession and aquiring greed puts the
imbalance into play even more, whether that possession is gained through actual money or some
other system of control used of old.
These human traits have been prevalent in our culture for a very long time, with or without the use
of money; but the capitalistic eccruement of money and possessions/ownership and luxury has
made it disasterous and given it a different twist. The idea of freedom to eccrue has left society
not free at all, but in bondage. You will not get many North Americans agreeing to this thread
however, they love their capitalistic greed toward attaining anything and everything whether they
actually need it or not, and any thought that might push it out of place borders on (gasp) the threat
of fear of communism. (just re-read the sad American opinions on threads during the Obama
health care debates... wow, it brought the greed out and you soon knew the exact minds and
souls of the posters very clearly.)
Quoting: gypsy heart

The competition who is having the best solution, in each moment of our life, is a must. Free
competition thereby means, the ideas to come to that solution are not deliberately restricted.
If you go and tell with enforcement to people which idea or solution is getting performed, you
break in their attention to draw it on your belongings or ideas.
This can be done by money and by sword. The difference makes different societies. History
shows a drain. From the arguing with sword to the attention, ruled by money. To do it with
religious ideas and beliefs, this system is operable or was also. Same thing: the competition for
the best solution is forced.
To handle a society and its ranking behavior, the use of money has won again the others
systems. And, at least in upcoming phase, brought large prosperity and carefreeness that was
never before.
Although money is an attention regulator, it isn't set in present times as such a tool correctly.
Mainly because of a philosophical misunderstanding. The blend of money as a thing derived from
a pirate understanding of prey. As a numerable thing, it suffers even more deleterious blemishes.
Understanding of have and have not doesn't match the setting, that money is a representative of
attention people has payed or is willing to pay for. The mistakes are not by accident.
We still live in patriarchy. To force attention in the meaning to have it for sure independently of
your personal values and ideas is still a very popular idea among common and elitist people.
But this is a fault of resolving and the truth out of doesn't surpass owners of money. If all spend
their attention only for money aim seems to be arrived. No one spend attention in the origin way to
resolve real problems.
From the wrong you will never have enough. The competition who is having the most isn't more
sane neither. But once launched, you have no chance to be more or less greedy if wanting
attention for your personnel needs or resolving ideas.
Money you can posses in the meaning to show. The best idea how to resolve your next problem
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you cannot not posses in the same way unless your ideas or resolving illuminations are not
already fixed to search only within that system.
The patriarchy misleading understanding of to be wealthy in the meaning to have demand to
limitless attention is a caricature of the original to get attention for the best solution.
It begins with Adam and Eve. Blueprint for private business model. It performs best if controversial
idea of man and woman is selling and men are running into war for that prey thing they can store
and claim attention for the peace that is assured along the gathered amount thereafter.
Not the deal with attention is the problem. The patriarchy structure of society is the offer.
Andyjax
User ID: 1397230
United States
12/15/2011 11:27 AM
good day NIP, I had thought the other day of the insanity of someone printing a piece of paper,
distributing it, so they can just take it right back. I don't know about you guys but for me that is
insane. We are being controlled by insane people and we are in insane for falling for it. I am
beginning to understand that money is not the problem because anything can be given value
because i said so. It is what lies within man and when i say man i mean male and female. Once
you break from this bondage you get closer to being HU-MAN. We all know what needs to be
done, it's like the scene from the Matrix where the one guy betrays Neo and the gang, he could
not let go of savoring that piece of steak. Money is an addiction we have to overcome.
Quoting: Andyjax

I love the Matrix!!! I love Sci-Fi!!! Always have thought it had to be closer to the truth than this...
Money is becoming irrelavent, it is just a bunch of numbers on your computer now. How many
people actually handle cash anymore? Very seldom. Direct deposit, credit cards, banking is all
done electronically, what actually exchanges hands? Nothing... Just the numbers on your screen.
Is this conditioning us for it to be removed? I for one hope so, cause I work hard and the numbers
don't always stay positive anymore, haven't seen anyone notice, or care... What if the market
crashed tomorrow, would anyone actually lose anything? Nope, just numbers on their screen, is
that money? Nope, just numbers on a screen. Of course, people still won't be happy because their
numbers dropped. People really need to open the box, get out, and start thinking with their mind
and soul. What is really important in life? What do you really enjoy, when you are doing it? My
favorite is camping with my family, away from all the numbers, the internet, the tv. Just nature and
family. If anyone can argue that one, I dare you to try it...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7100809

i am now starting to notice in almost every movie or anime or cartoon what the thugs are basically
doing to us and the technology they possess. They are flaunting this right in front of our faces and
the majority of the population doesn't see it. The thugs want to go to a cashless society so they
can have more control over you. It's alot easier to cut you off from that digital income. I love sci-fi
also but pay attention to them.
Korzen
User ID: 1174378
United States
12/15/2011 11:52 AM
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Hi NiP, this note isn't related to the thread title please forgive, I read a post a couple days ago
about a guy who found some google sky anomalies he zoomed in and it was like 50+ weird
looking blobs all in a perfect line, zooming in farther they looked like they had dual cylindrical
shapes, could these be rescue ark ships? someone said they was several light years across,
that's pretty hard to accept, but could be I guess.
My question is what do you know about these "ships"
I posted a while back about living in large mega habitats that were cylindrical in shape, seeing
these really made me think I was on the right track.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 12:19 PM

Hi NiP, this note isn't related to the thread title please forgive, I read a post a couple days ago
about a guy who found some google sky anomalies he zoomed in and it was like 50+ weird
looking blobs all in a perfect line, zooming in farther they looked like they had dual cylindrical
shapes, could these be rescue ark ships? someone said they was several light years across,
that's pretty hard to accept, but could be I guess.
My question is what do you know about these "ships"
I posted a while back about living in large mega habitats that were cylindrical in shape, seeing
these really made me think I was on the right track.
Quoting: Korzen

I saw something here but did not open the link. do you have the link?
Korzen
User ID: 1174378
United States
12/15/2011 12:34 PM
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Hi NiP, this note isn't related to the thread title please forgive, I read a post a couple days ago
about a guy who found some google sky anomalies he zoomed in and it was like 50+ weird
looking blobs all in a perfect line, zooming in farther they looked like they had dual cylindrical
shapes, could these be rescue ark ships? someone said they was several light years across,
that's pretty hard to accept, but could be I guess.
My question is what do you know about these "ships"
I posted a while back about living in large mega habitats that were cylindrical in shape, seeing
these really made me think I was on the right track.
Quoting: Korzen

I saw something here but did not open the link. do you have the link?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I'll check my history and get it Thread: Dutch guy finds fleet of 57 spacecraft(?)lined up in Google
Sky
I copied the info to some stuff called paper, I used a thing called a pen to do it,
lat 57.285816 long 66.076122 that was the info in his google sky box thing, I didn't check that yet
Last Edited by Korzen on 12/15/2011 12:40 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 04:25 PM

well as to "money" I assume some of you may have seen the 2 pinned threads about the Neil
Keenan 1 trillion lawsuit.
Thread: CONFIRMED: There is a TRILLION DOLLAR lawsuit against the Vatican, Illuminati and
The UN!!! ***INCLUDES Court lawsuit documents!!!
Thread: Bizarre lawsuit claims for $1 Trillion, against the Vatican Illuminati, the Masons, the U.S.
Federal Reserve. and others (Page 12)
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I placed commentary thru out them because I happen to KNOW what its' about. Any of you who
may have followed the WB OITC material on my site, know something of it too, or perhaps you
followed also the stuff of some time ago now on RMNs.
Me and Rayelan got a STFU notice from Keenan in fact for publishing material, and a promise to
be included in the above lawsuit if we did NOT STFU. This is not about money for humanitarian
projects, never was, and the lawsuit is about Keenan suing for his lost profits around a
serious error he made for whoever he was carrying the bonds for by entrusting them to a person
listed Daniele Dan Basco, (I don't think I have that name correct), whose purpose WAS to
intercept the bonds. This was covered in the news some time ago, when Italy made the arrest.
The OITC's purpose was oversight of the Foundation Divine, amongst other realities. You can
read something of that here: [link to abundanthope.net] You will see St. Germain's Trust in the
chart there.
There are of course thugs that wanted that wealth and wanted the destruction of the OITC which
pretty much did happen, but the Foundation Divine trusts are NOT in their hands. Some of the
Foundation Divine Wealth was stored under one of the 911 towers, you all saw stories on that and
taken of course on purpose, it was recovered and I am allowed to say, its in safekeeping
underground in Colorado.
The recent war on Libya and the murder of Gaddafi was around attempting to get control of
Foundation Divine Wealth he was guardian of. The Man was a CHRIST on duty to this world, and
had often disappeared to craft during tough times for advice.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/15/2011 04:30 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7145179
Australia
12/15/2011 07:36 PM
The monetary system, and money itself, is inherently unsustainable.
Therefore, it is limited.
Hence we will one day be living without it.
There's a mindf**k for you all.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4396849
United States
12/15/2011 08:01 PM
got to eat
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 08:05 PM
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I remain saddened the dark diid NOT cooperate, and we weren't able to do the rehabilitation thing
of this world that would have been funded thru the OITC. The thugs really blew of a wondrous
experience that AH would have directed, and ultimately we would have gradually given up the
money.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 08:07 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!
IT IS NOT THAT HARD PEOPLE.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Quoting: Previously Devoured Soul

and your point is???????
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 08:13 PM
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Hi NiP, this note isn't related to the thread title please forgive, I read a post a couple days ago
about a guy who found some google sky anomalies he zoomed in and it was like 50+ weird
looking blobs all in a perfect line, zooming in farther they looked like they had dual cylindrical
shapes, could these be rescue ark ships? someone said they was several light years across,
that's pretty hard to accept, but could be I guess.
My question is what do you know about these "ships"
I posted a while back about living in large mega habitats that were cylindrical in shape, seeing
these really made me think I was on the right track.
Quoting: Korzen

I saw something here but did not open the link. do you have the link?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I'll check my history and get it Thread: Dutch guy finds fleet of 57 spacecraft(?)lined up in Google
Sky
I copied the info to some stuff called paper, I used a thing called a pen to do it,
lat 57.285816 long 66.076122 that was the info in his google sky box thing, I didn't check that yet
Quoting: Korzen

well I checked the video, how strange there were all little ships as markers for the blue blobs.
Thing, is unless I misunderstood, google sky is not live, so I don't know how old the images are.
Interesting and I assume the blue glowing things are craft. Why all clustered to that area I don't
know. If the image is recent could be evacuation craft I suppose. No they would not be several
light years cross, I don't think a 2d image is accurate enough distance wise to consider that. The
largest ones I know of are bigger anyway way than the ones that were about the diameter of earth
in length parked out by saturn a number of years ago. heres the link to those published in Nexus
magazine.
[link to abundanthope.net]
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/15/2011 08:17 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2794374
Belgium
12/15/2011 09:06 PM
Thought it were the communist leaders who were seen as the murderers. Not communism.
Capitalism could be just as harsh if it wanted to. It all depends on who leads, really.
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LostReality33
User ID: 7155667
United States
12/15/2011 09:21 PM

SilverPatriot
User ID: 1607242
United States
12/15/2011 09:23 PM

Frontier American society experienced much of the concept of barter and helping one another and
it had its beginning within the church, without bringing religion in let us calls it a fellowship.
At the very least, you met on Sunday with like-minded individuals and if Joe lost his barn to a fire
for example and compounding the problem, he was short of cash then his fellowship of friends
would raise a new barn.
Joe did not need government meddling or funds and he did receive a new barn once he gets back
on his feet Joe will not only participate in the next house or barn raising he will also contribute
supplies.
This worked in so many circumstances that enriched everyone’s lives, which does not work as
well today because so many people have their hands out and will not give back.
Bartering is fine however it would not work as well as many do not have skills of any time and are
without ties such as the church used in my example to help them learn.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1089924
United States
12/15/2011 09:24 PM
You people are Dreamers
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7193090
Australia
12/15/2011 09:43 PM
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Ahh more utopian, hippy-dippy BS.
"Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!"
Because - what you're talking about is called COMMUNISM, and it murdered approximately 75
million people in the 20th century. So yea, we can have a world w/o money as long as we have
worldwide communism.
You hippies really need to lay off the weedz.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6037306

No, communist countries have a concept of money. The issue there is the "redistribution of
wealth" in the name of some ideal.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7193090
Australia
12/15/2011 09:44 PM
"Money" = medium of exchange that facilitates the trade of goods and services.
So a world without "Money" = no facilitated trade of goods and services = half a cow for a "tare" of
wheat.
Fuckin' retards on GLP. A world without money = Zimbawbe = how did that pan out?
Fuckin' hell.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7193090

Just to clarify: Zimbawbe in effect had no money, since every attempt to float their "promissory
notes" failed. It was as good as a cashless society.
Therefore, murder and mayhem. Imagine that.
bbristowe
Cpt. Cool
User ID: 2386439
Canada
12/15/2011 09:52 PM

no butts!
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 10:18 PM

"Money" = medium of exchange that facilitates the trade of goods and services.
So a world without "Money" = no facilitated trade of goods and services = half a cow for a "tare" of
wheat.
Fuckin' retards on GLP. A world without money = Zimbawbe = how did that pan out?
Fuckin' hell.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7193090

Just to clarify: Zimbawbe in effect had no money, since every attempt to float their "promissory
notes" failed. It was as good as a cashless society.
Therefore, murder and mayhem. Imagine that.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7193090

This is not what I am talking about. I am talking about a mature organised socially mature society
and exactly no societies are largely socially mature on this world at this time. What happened to
Zimbawbe was more caused by outside forces and social immaturity. It is still a place of largely
composed of tribal savages and that includes some of the white folk there too. I followed the story
there until I had my first laptop killed and lost the material because it would not back up anymore. I
wish I could remember the name of a lady there who journalized and put into books some of her
own story.
Socially mature societies can and do function without money, but it won't happen on this world at
this time because of the final outworkings of the Lucifer Rebellion. After the big cleanse, this world
is back under universal management and there will be celestial assistance to this world, in a very
direct way. This is an unusually bad world suffering many problems and during the remaining time
before the doors close on this period, I think it good to ask any of you to study this world in a
serious thoughtful manner.
Just because many of you here live in what is seen as progressive western countries means
nothing. For look right around you yet for the faults.
We can't in the United states alone fix our seriously aging infrastructure because there is not
enough digital credits or paper money. The people have been too strapped by taxation and world
money games to have any more to be milked of. And how can we have "money" to fix our
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infrastructure when we must pay to fix the infrastructure of the countries we have wrecked.
Actually our overpopulation of this world is going to greatly reduce our ability to have functioning
infrastructure globally for every one, even in money was not an issue. We developed all the wrong
shit to start with. Despite being gifted by many who visited this world. As this world sits now,
although there is "money" in terms of precious metals, artifacts, gems and the like in amounts you
cannot even fathom, even considering the inflation, its getting to be awfully late to accomplish
anything. immaturity of society being a major issue. Thugs get away with thugging because
society remains ignorant on this world. And of undeveloped enough mind to think, even if there
was better education. I think it wise to consider me starting a number of threads in what remains
of "time" over the many social ills.
I had an interesting idea that came in meditation about the political structures and belief systems,
and there in meditation it stays for the time being, higher self stuff, perhaps I can open that back
up tomorrow. There is an thread started here about depopulation today. It should be about how to
not get our selfs into that mess AGAIN.
This is a world for maturing souls. That is why thugs are put on seed worlds to force the thinking
and problem solving. Organic mind is slow to grow, and likes the easy life.
Many of you right here on GLP could consider the social ills much better than you do. LOOK
AROUND YOU, for there is great difficulty in getting people to ENVISION greatness on this world
at all, and even many star seeds are stuck and do not see.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 10:21 PM

I can envision it - A WORLD WITHOUT MONEY!!!
Just like - A WORLD WITHOUT PRIVATE PROPERTY!!!
Or, - A WORLD WITHOUT SUCH AND SUCH NATURAL RIGHT!!!
It's not hard to envision: a revolutionary army on the streets with machine guns and, perhaps,
smart looking berets decorated with revolutionary ornaments; an all powerful Central Committee
for the Defense of the People Against Money; a network of re-education centers for "resistors"...
We've seen it all before. Convince the sheeple that all our problems stem from a basic facet of
human nature. Then, in the process of "correcting" that natural defect...enslave them!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7057041
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Quoting: ossbogosley

We have money and this is already the case. I am talking about a socially mature society which
CAN do this, because people have become God Conscious.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 10:30 PM

Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!
And if we envision then what? It's not enough to envision, it has to be implemented, and that's the
problem. The most difficult thing in this world is to convince people about something. To convince
the entire mankind it's a huge task, to say the least. Add the thugs who for millennia are watching
every move we make and you get closer to the reality. A shift in our consciousness is the answer.
Theorizing and finding logical answers won't do it. Besides the fact that this discussion will stay
'locally' with no impact on the large masses.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1601759

yes, but you have to envision BEFORE it can be implemented. WEll done post!
After Stasis, as the leader of AH and with the regional directors involved, and the overseeing of
the higher partners of AH (CM, Esu et all), I intend to take this world into social responsibility so
this becomes possible. The dumbed down will not be able to handle the energies after stasis and
will have been moved to planets consistent with where they are at so we start with the returning
folks who are a bit more ahead.
That will take support of the general populace who must have enough education and ability to
think to participate, the so call shift in consciousness. It does not shift by magic wands however.
I continue to be appalled by the numbers of churches in my own country who have exactly no
GOD POWER and do not see the social issues and gather together to bring change.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
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United States
12/15/2011 10:33 PM

What a bullshit.There maybe shitload of energy around us but you also must use energy to
harness energy from natural sources.Oil is concentrated type energy which we can gain energy
more than we use.This depends on reserves of course if you try to suck oil deeper you waste
more energy even there would not be a energy gain.Geothermal energy however is a flowing
energy source.It cannot give 'enough' energy besides keeping run its power plant.Therefore
like other alternative energies it is mostly inefficent.World oil reserves are diminishing and when
we run out of oil enough where it can no longer support the global energy demand technological
society will collapse.This is a fact.Please search this stuff a bit more.
Quoting: Corvus 7064141

It looks like you now shit.
Whats the point of building power plant that gives no energy

All alternative sources gives off more energy then they required to start. Some better some worse
depending on location.
Oil is the best because it requires none to start and look how much we wasted it driving around
cars instead of using it to build sustainable economy.
Also if it weren't for planned obsolescence and wasteful system we would not need to have such a
high energy requirements in the first place.
Quoting: Shogu666

Oil does NOT given our energy, if you are refering to electricity. It is only fuel to turn generators
take the electrons out of the medium, as is steam from nuclear and other methods. Magnets
WILL. Also of course solar and wind to channel the electricity, which require no fuels. Geothermal
is something that can be used, is in a few places, but dependant of course on the planetary
movements which can destroy it. Perhaps during some of the long years of getting this planet
balanced it will find temporary to permanent usage
I am browsing thru unread posts tonight.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/15/2011 10:35 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
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United States
12/15/2011 10:38 PM

Quoting: Previously Devoured Soul

well I still didn't get your point, unless you are referring to a cashless society based on digital
credits and debits, based on people being "chipped", so they cannot buy or see for lack of
currency. That is NOT what I am talking about. A true money free society of socially mature
individuals, do not need digital credits either. you already have that "chip" by the way, if you have
a social security number.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/15/2011 11:31 PM

I THINK I want to start another topic tomorrow, and its going to be population control. Please
though do not include that in this thread.
In a short method of summary, it requires an alert socially responsible educated people to create
a money free society. I would ask each of you to PRETEND we ARE already there. Forget the
social issues in this, just keep it on money. In a money free society there are no poor. Everyone
has "enough" so obviously there are not social issues related to poverty at least.
Pretend YOU ARE HERE NOW, this is the way we are already as above. Now look at your own
life and circles and see how things are getting done.
You go to work still. Just a lot less of it. Instead of banking there are national and world trusts that
see to trade and needed production and where the needed production should be. Some countries
may or large localities will specialize in some facet of production. It would seem I think the asians
(now where id my mac get manufactured????), are now into this for whatever reasons. Lets just
let that continue.
YOu may be a carpenter. (My son is, that is why I am borrowing that). You will still build houses,
do remodels, perhaps hand craft furniture. In my own life, I have been a nurse, I had a remodeling
business, only woman in denver in fact that did who was not part of a husband wife team. I could
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have still done that. I have been in real estate, sold tupperware, sold cosmetics, waitressing,
Mother of the year for the MS Society locally, ran teaching and conseling stuff on a volunteer
basis. In my early college, I typed research papers and did babysitting for professors.
I have tutored Math, both privately and as a volunteer. God I can't even remember all the stuff I
have done to earn money. lets see, also worked in sales for sears and they wanted to groom me
to move up. I was for a time a "ward clerk" in a hospital, meaning the floor secretary. you in
hospitals know what that is. Oh and yes accounting and tax preparation. And a flea market
business where I dealt in both outdoor and indoor markets. I dealt in about anything I could get
cheap and resell. I specialized in particular in tools, having knowledge of them from the
remodeling business. Also arts and crafts, jewelry, antigue glass ware. Oh which leads to the arts
and crafts business, which was decidedly closer to hobby than business n what it made me. but it
occupied some of my disabled years. Actually the flea market business came after the disability
determination too, had flexibility around this sad body.
By far the more rewarding "work" I have done, has been the "volunteer" work. Because I don't
earn money doing it. Totally a gifting, which of course is my 'business" now, of AH. I am not happy
pondering my belly button in my life's ambitions. I also have been long periods of time in school.
Education is another topic for a thread to consider, because it sure sucks on this world.
Now each of you, please consider this little homework assignment, look over everything you have
done to EARN MONEY. Also list your volunteer work and compare satisfaction in it to paid work.
Even taking a meal to a family after the birth of a baby is volunteer work and I have done much of
that sort of stuff in this life too, helping the neighbors and such and I still do. I am helping get a
new library organized in memory of a lady in my mobile home park, now if the maintenance
people would just get the dam boards I donated cut........ so I can with my helper to rack the books
that have been donated. I would cut them, except I don't want the wrist problems from using my
saw. I may have to heavily confront the head maintenance man here to find his heart and cut the
dam things, as a GIFT. I think many of you will find what you have done to serve others without a
monetary award, right up there in personal satisfaction.
So now again, list all these jobs and then think about which ones would be "expendable" if we
were a money free world. In terms of my own, real estate would be modified, to helping people
relocate when they must move to change careers, attend college and the like. In a money free
world, people down own their houses. They just get passed around.
WEll there goes the flea market selling businesses. Although perhaps there will be people who will
find new homes for stuff no longer needed. If a person is giving up a business using tools, they
need to be places elsewhere.

There would still be need to the math tutoring. Some kids need more and I tutored both the slow
kid and the kid working ahead of others. Remodeling, building, yep, still would be needed.
There would still be "businesses", just not for money. Services would be the appropriate word.
You would still have plumbing companies, all that sort of stuff. People would still grow food, you
would still have distributors of goods. You would go to a store to get your goods you need,
clothing, food, and so forth. they would not be stores, but distribution centers. And there would be
people whose "job" it would be to stock the centers, just as now.
NO cashiers though! Restaurants, yes also. Look around you and see what would stand still in
your life, in a world without money.
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because a world operating without money does not have jobs NOT needed, or government jobs in
tax collections, licensing cars, collecting property taxes and the like these jobs go bye bye, as to
defense jobs. Instead folks will go into developing automation, and build new and better
technologies.
You see on money free world, all work is volunteer work. Everyone contributes according to need
and ability. Healthy people don't retire on a money free world. Generally as people age, they take
to social work and the like. Stepping up into more teaching. On some of these worlds, people do
'retire" but they even if off money find interesting volunteer work, or they continue their educations.
On a money free world, because less hours are volunteered (worked), and thus there is much
more time to enjoy life. Lives are longer, always, and career changes can be made at any time a
career is mastered and perhaps out grown. what will truly flourish will be art, and sports. No you
won't go watch over paid people toss balls around. You will more participate by playing the sport.
You will have time too! many of you don't even have time now for touch football with the kids
anymore. Imagine years of quality and enjoyable parenting, unfettered by the shit of earning
money.
Imagine how calm you will be, like you feel when you do volunteer work that matters to you.
Because of non money, your marriages will get considerably better. how many are destroyed by
money issues? As I said art will rise up hugely, all types. Music, painting, arts and crafts. Dance,
theater, and so on and so forth. More of you will invest your creative minds into art rather than
watching it on Tv or hanging cheap chinese stuff on your walls.
On money free worlds LIFE IS FULL. Imagine what you would do with your "spare" time from
working only 20 hours a week, or in due time LESS than that. We could go to 20 hours a week
globally now without the shit jobs related to money.
As to my efforts over the years, there would still be some need of accounting, but not of money.
No taxes obviously either. competing with H and R block goes out the window. Tupper ware,
jewelry and such parties go out the window too, You just get what you need at distribution centers.
Go there, Ponder, Look, Dream. Envision. List the shit you would have NOT experienced on
a money free world of socially adept people. Imagine reasonable peace, and NOBODY
PREVENTING YOU FROM YOUR PERSONAL DESIRED GROWTH.. This is the heaven of
your dreams. You see, there is no heaven except what growing man creates. Heaven is
within you, but also, its any world that is socially better than this one. You christians have
been so cheated, on your need to believe ON JESUS to go to heaven. He taught your its
right here, all you have to do is create it. Man always wants to live better and more and you
ones returning to his planet will create heaven on this world. all beings, all of them, live ON
WORLDS. Spirit Beings included. There is not fluffy place of bliss in the sky somewhere. it
is expecting this from the sad teaching of religion, that has corrupted man so completely
this world has to be shut down for a time.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/15/2011 11:32 PM
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/16/2011 12:36 PM
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"Money" = medium of exchange that facilitates the trade of goods and services.
So a world without "Money" = no facilitated trade of goods and services = half a cow for a "tare" of
wheat.
Fuckin' retards on GLP. A world without money = Zimbawbe = how did that pan out?
Fuckin' hell.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7193090

Just to clarify: Zimbawbe in effect had no money, since every attempt to float their "promissory
notes" failed. It was as good as a cashless society.
Therefore, murder and mayhem. Imagine that.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7193090

This is not what I am talking about. I am talking about a mature organised socially mature society
and exactly no societies are largely socially mature on this world at this time. What happened to
Zimbawbe was more caused by outside forces and social immaturity. It is still a place of largely
composed of tribal savages and that includes some of the white folk there too. I followed the story
there until I had my first laptop killed and lost the material because it would not back up anymore. I
wish I could remember the name of a lady there who journalized and put into books some of her
own story.
Socially mature societies can and do function without money, but it won't happen on this world at
this time because of the final outworkings of the Lucifer Rebellion. After the big cleanse, this world
is back under universal management and there will be celestial assistance to this world, in a very
direct way. This is an unusually bad world suffering many problems and during the remaining time
before the doors close on this period, I think it good to ask any of you to study this world in a
serious thoughtful manner.
Just because many of you here live in what is seen as progressive western countries means
nothing. For look right around you yet for the faults.
We can't in the United states alone fix our seriously aging infrastructure because there is not
enough digital credits or paper money. The people have been too strapped by taxation and world
money games to have any more to be milked of. And how can we have "money" to fix our
infrastructure when we must pay to fix the infrastructure of the countries we have wrecked.
Actually our overpopulation of this world is going to greatly reduce our ability to have functioning
infrastructure globally for every one, even in money was not an issue. We developed all the wrong
shit to start with. Despite being gifted by many who visited this world. As this world sits now,
although there is "money" in terms of precious metals, artifacts, gems and the like in amounts you
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cannot even fathom, even considering the inflation, its getting to be awfully late to accomplish
anything. immaturity of society being a major issue. Thugs get away with thugging because
society remains ignorant on this world. And of undeveloped enough mind to think, even if there
was better education. I think it wise to consider me starting a number of threads in what remains
of "time" over the many social ills.
I had an interesting idea that came in meditation about the political structures and belief systems,
and there in meditation it stays for the time being, higher self stuff, perhaps I can open that back
up tomorrow. There is an thread started here about depopulation today. It should be about how to
not get our selfs into that mess AGAIN.
This is a world for maturing souls. That is why thugs are put on seed worlds to force the thinking
and problem solving. Organic mind is slow to grow, and likes the easy life.
Many of you right here on GLP could consider the social ills much better than you do. LOOK
AROUND YOU, for there is great difficulty in getting people to ENVISION greatness on this world
at all, and even many star seeds are stuck and do not see.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

NIP, Everything you just said above and these kind of shenanigans: Thread: HOLY SHIT!!! CME
SAYS CORZINE TOOK THE MONEY AND KNOWS IT WENT TO JPM AND CHASE UNDER
DEATH THREAT is way reason enough to hope for a society without money as the driving force.
Last Edited by DOK on 12/16/2011 12:37 PM
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/16/2011 09:03 PM

I THINK I want to start another topic tomorrow, and its going to be population control. Please
though do not include that in this thread.
In a short method of summary, it requires an alert socially responsible educated people to create
a money free society. I would ask each of you to PRETEND we ARE already there. Forget the
social issues in this, just keep it on money. In a money free society there are no poor. Everyone
has "enough" so obviously there are not social issues related to poverty at least.
Pretend YOU ARE HERE NOW, this is the way we are already as above. Now look at your own
life and circles and see how things are getting done.
You go to work still. Just a lot less of it. Instead of banking there are national and world trusts that
see to trade and needed production and where the needed production should be. Some countries
may or large localities will specialize in some facet of production. It would seem I think the asians
(now where id my mac get manufactured????), are now into this for whatever reasons. Lets just
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let that continue.
YOu may be a carpenter. (My son is, that is why I am borrowing that). You will still build houses,
do remodels, perhaps hand craft furniture. In my own life, I have been a nurse, I had a remodeling
business, only woman in denver in fact that did who was not part of a husband wife team. I could
have still done that. I have been in real estate, sold tupperware, sold cosmetics, waitressing,
Mother of the year for the MS Society locally, ran teaching and conseling stuff on a volunteer
basis. In my early college, I typed research papers and did babysitting for professors.
I have tutored Math, both privately and as a volunteer. God I can't even remember all the stuff I
have done to earn money. lets see, also worked in sales for sears and they wanted to groom me
to move up. I was for a time a "ward clerk" in a hospital, meaning the floor secretary. you in
hospitals know what that is. Oh and yes accounting and tax preparation. And a flea market
business where I dealt in both outdoor and indoor markets. I dealt in about anything I could get
cheap and resell. I specialized in particular in tools, having knowledge of them from the
remodeling business. Also arts and crafts, jewelry, antigue glass ware. Oh which leads to the arts
and crafts business, which was decidedly closer to hobby than business n what it made me. but it
occupied some of my disabled years. Actually the flea market business came after the disability
determination too, had flexibility around this sad body.
By far the more rewarding "work" I have done, has been the "volunteer" work. Because I don't
earn money doing it. Totally a gifting, which of course is my 'business" now, of AH. I am not happy
pondering my belly button in my life's ambitions. I also have been long periods of time in school.
Education is another topic for a thread to consider, because it sure sucks on this world.
Now each of you, please consider this little homework assignment, look over everything you have
done to EARN MONEY. Also list your volunteer work and compare satisfaction in it to paid work.
Even taking a meal to a family after the birth of a baby is volunteer work and I have done much of
that sort of stuff in this life too, helping the neighbors and such and I still do. I am helping get a
new library organized in memory of a lady in my mobile home park, now if the maintenance
people would just get the dam boards I donated cut........ so I can with my helper to rack the books
that have been donated. I would cut them, except I don't want the wrist problems from using my
saw. I may have to heavily confront the head maintenance man here to find his heart and cut the
dam things, as a GIFT. I think many of you will find what you have done to serve others without a
monetary award, right up there in personal satisfaction.
So now again, list all these jobs and then think about which ones would be "expendable" if we
were a money free world. In terms of my own, real estate would be modified, to helping people
relocate when they must move to change careers, attend college and the like. In a money free
world, people down own their houses. They just get passed around.
WEll there goes the flea market selling businesses. Although perhaps there will be people who will
find new homes for stuff no longer needed. If a person is giving up a business using tools, they
need to be places elsewhere.

There would still be need to the math tutoring. Some kids need more and I tutored both the slow
kid and the kid working ahead of others. Remodeling, building, yep, still would be needed.
There would still be "businesses", just not for money. Services would be the appropriate word.
You would still have plumbing companies, all that sort of stuff. People would still grow food, you
would still have distributors of goods. You would go to a store to get your goods you need,
clothing, food, and so forth. they would not be stores, but distribution centers. And there would be
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people whose "job" it would be to stock the centers, just as now.
NO cashiers though! Restaurants, yes also. Look around you and see what would stand still in
your life, in a world without money.
because a world operating without money does not have jobs NOT needed, or government jobs in
tax collections, licensing cars, collecting property taxes and the like these jobs go bye bye, as to
defense jobs. Instead folks will go into developing automation, and build new and better
technologies.
You see on money free world, all work is volunteer work. Everyone contributes according to need
and ability. Healthy people don't retire on a money free world. Generally as people age, they take
to social work and the like. Stepping up into more teaching. On some of these worlds, people do
'retire" but they even if off money find interesting volunteer work, or they continue their educations.
On a money free world, because less hours are volunteered (worked), and thus there is much
more time to enjoy life. Lives are longer, always, and career changes can be made at any time a
career is mastered and perhaps out grown. what will truly flourish will be art, and sports. No you
won't go watch over paid people toss balls around. You will more participate by playing the sport.
You will have time too! many of you don't even have time now for touch football with the kids
anymore. Imagine years of quality and enjoyable parenting, unfettered by the shit of earning
money.
Imagine how calm you will be, like you feel when you do volunteer work that matters to you.
Because of non money, your marriages will get considerably better. how many are destroyed by
money issues? As I said art will rise up hugely, all types. Music, painting, arts and crafts. Dance,
theater, and so on and so forth. More of you will invest your creative minds into art rather than
watching it on Tv or hanging cheap chinese stuff on your walls.
On money free worlds LIFE IS FULL. Imagine what you would do with your "spare" time from
working only 20 hours a week, or in due time LESS than that. We could go to 20 hours a week
globally now without the shit jobs related to money.
As to my efforts over the years, there would still be some need of accounting, but not of money.
No taxes obviously either. competing with H and R block goes out the window. Tupper ware,
jewelry and such parties go out the window too, You just get what you need at distribution centers.
Go there, Ponder, Look, Dream. Envision. List the shit you would have NOT experienced on
a money free world of socially adept people. Imagine reasonable peace, and NOBODY
PREVENTING YOU FROM YOUR PERSONAL DESIRED GROWTH.. This is the heaven of
your dreams. You see, there is no heaven except what growing man creates. Heaven is
within you, but also, its any world that is socially better than this one. You christians have
been so cheated, on your need to believe ON JESUS to go to heaven. He taught your its
right here, all you have to do is create it. Man always wants to live better and more and you
ones returning to his planet will create heaven on this world. all beings, all of them, live ON
WORLDS. Spirit Beings included. There is not fluffy place of bliss in the sky somewhere. it
is expecting this from the sad teaching of religion, that has corrupted man so completely
this world has to be shut down for a time.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Just a bump to get us all thinking...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/17/2011 05:35 PM

One of you here on glp sent me a "I love you" and a hug while I was meditating awhile ago. I am
letting you know I received it! I know it was from here, because you sent me an image of my "wee
mee" avatar and called me NIP. Thankyou! And thanks to all of you who support and contribute to

this work here!
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/17/2011 05:37 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/18/2011 06:55 PM
It seems that today CMAton is saying the new world will have a universal currency.
Is Johan's channelling a bit off today? His messages today sound like a bait-and-switch to me.
We'll have a world with money and what sounds like a central diversified governance, and we're
all supposed to be stuck on it still (see meditation post today.)
[link to abundanthope.net]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/18/2011 07:09 PM
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It seems that today CMAton is saying the new world will have a universal currency.
Is Johan's channelling a bit off today? His messages today sound like a bait-and-switch to me.
We'll have a world with money and what sounds like a central diversified governance, and we're
all supposed to be stuck on it still (see meditation post today.)
[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Ok let me try this again in a few minutes. , I had messages mixed up in my head. I suspect that
you had troubles with was Johan's English. and I might be able to add something to clarify. There
is some material you ones might not be familiar with, but that did not bother me.
I will be back shortly, I need to exercise my blood sugar down a bit.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/18/2011 07:32 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/18/2011 08:03 PM
It seems that today CMAton is saying the new world will have a universal currency.
Is Johan's channelling a bit off today? His messages today sound like a bait-and-switch to me.
We'll have a world with money and what sounds like a central diversified governance, and we're
all supposed to be stuck on it still (see meditation post today.)
[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Ok let me try this again in a few minutes. , I had messages mixed up in my head. I suspect that
you had troubles with was Johan's English. and I might be able to add something to clarify. There
is some material you ones might not be familiar with, but that did not bother me.
I will be back shortly, I need to exercise my blood sugar down a bit.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

OK. Or if he wrote first in German, I could read that which I understand well enough. Thanks.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3520513
United States
12/18/2011 08:21 PM
It seems that today CMAton is saying the new world will have a universal currency.
Is Johan's channelling a bit off today? His messages today sound like a bait-and-switch to me.
We'll have a world with money and what sounds like a central diversified governance, and we're
all supposed to be stuck on it still (see meditation post today.)
[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Ok let me try this again in a few minutes. , I had messages mixed up in my head. I suspect that
you had troubles with was Johan's English. and I might be able to add something to clarify. There
is some material you ones might not be familiar with, but that did not bother me.
I will be back shortly, I need to exercise my blood sugar down a bit.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes, Please explain, NIP. I really have problem understanding this message.
Thanks,
BWG
ar-15 nut
User ID: 1281306
United States
12/18/2011 08:31 PM

for thinking outside the box nice thread !
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/18/2011 08:34 PM
You people are Dreamers
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1089924
These people are idiots. They sound like fucking hippies from the 60's. Fucking morons.
Quoting: lptl081

I'm a hippy from the 60's and I think they are idiots, too.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1509660

The 60's hippy movement was pretty fake.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/18/2011 08:44 PM

It seems that today CMAton is saying the new world will have a universal currency.
Is Johan's channelling a bit off today? His messages today sound like a bait-and-switch to me.
We'll have a world with money and what sounds like a central diversified governance, and we're
all supposed to be stuck on it still (see meditation post today.)
[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Ok let me try this again in a few minutes. , I had messages mixed up in my head. I suspect that
you had troubles with was Johan's English. and I might be able to add something to clarify. There
is some material you ones might not be familiar with, but that did not bother me.
I will be back shortly, I need to exercise my blood sugar down a bit.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

OK. Or if he wrote first in German, I could read that which I understand well enough. Thanks.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

well his native languages are from Belgium, I think 3 spoken there. So not German. He does
pretty well in English just some rough spots now and then. I understand his speech very clearly.
Now I am going to paste the section I think you had your questions about. The whole carrot
section anyway and after I post here and review, I will use it on my front site for others. I don't
know if Johan takes them in one of his more native languages or in English. Hmmm I should ask. I
know he takes notes and then transcribes from them some of the time. Taken from [link to
abundanthope.net] My replies in blue within the quoted material.
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP
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**********************************
When we dangled a carrot in front of the dark to allow them to dig the tunnels we knew we
needed for later :
Ok carrots are financial and other rewards to encourage the dark to develop in a certain
directions. Money works well, but they also needed some technology and advisors. Lower worlds
not understanding yet that there is a hierarchy that oversees all developments in a universe, get
helped totally behind the scenes and considering the rebellion and other controls, this is a much
more difficult than average sluggish planet. So some incarnated and some from Nebadon
hierarchy and other advanced approved worlds got advisors, very directly. Help is given in a huge
variety of ways for both the material and spiritual direction it is hoped the people will go. You
always have to work thru the "elite" on planets like this and a lot of support is given to them to go
the way that will help the people.
People on worlds llike this who are not yet God Conscious look to others to do it for them, or for
advise and the like. Thus the success of the religious organizations run by the dark. Having some
many robotoids is an issue, but should not have been that great a one if the non robots had found
their God Within.
True free will in the PEOPLE of this world has not happened in enough numbers for them to
function in good collective groups to bring about change. We have small collective groups,
showing new green technology, demonstrating that there must be balance with nature, and in
many areas, but their power is small. It was hope the intense numbers of star seeds would find
each other and get these going and you all know that hasn't been as effective as hoped, but at the
end of WW2, and into the early 50's there seemed to be some hope as the world recovered from
the tragic wars.
There are alway several potential plans depending on the response of the people and the elite.
Worlds somewhat familiar with hierarchy and some sense of God Consciousness are given OPEN
counseling from the celestial realms and the more advanced leaders work directly with the
Celestials on councils as to how to steer those worlds according to the issues they face. There are
always issues, even if very advanced worlds in light and life.
The elite on this world used what they wished and discarded or worked in other directions to muck
up the best laid plans. That should be rather obvious. OK moving on.

in the material sense of the underground facilities,
Carrots and technologies for building underground facilities were given, as it was not known
exactly the outcome of this world and it was truly hoped the populations could go to the under
ground for protection (or even to craft), to allow certain earth changes and then come up again.
This would assume a populace that understood what was going on and who could cooperate.
China and Russia built enough to house everybody in their countries and more. Didn't happen in
America, thugs built them for themselves and they will NOT becoming to Colorado which had
been Britain's plans. Until 2005. Star fleet took over all the underground military facilities planet
wide, including under Colorado where I live and thus I see that proof with my own eyes.
At any rate, there will now be MORE earth changes then planned, and they can be planned to a
point. The many small waves have not been well absorbed, and thus there was no ultimately
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smooth transition and the really bigger ones started to come in early this year, I heard it in
February approaching. it was mitigated, as well as a smaller one in mid summer. Some of you
noticed, but with the mitigation, given based on promised elites support, not a big change. The
plan last year was to bring in replacement fleet people looking like our leaders to take over during
this to encourage the people. Meanwhile thugs started all those wars of internal strife in Africa and
middle east, you know the arab spring, and then us of a, South America, Russia next etc. Russia
right now is booting their arses out, and not allowing it.
It is likely now that since we must allow the planet to balance herself, and in alignment with other
balancing acts in Nebadon, that the earth changes will be greater and thus throw in the rag and
evacuate. Man is very likely, the ones returning based on their karma resolution, going to live
underground in shelters that survive the process before returning to earth and this will depend on
shelters and conditions on the surface. Surface might be returned to in some areas easier.
Man also might be given the wise option of mostly living underground from that and only using the
surface minimally for recreation and the like, allowing continuing development of the wildlife on
this seed planet. on Many worlds but not all, man does live underground. Depends on the nature
of the world.
We shall see how it works out. But at any rate, now that the planet IS back under Nebadon fully,
returning man is going to get a bunch of God education when its time to awaken him, and he
might be awakened, some anyway, early aboard ship to see truly what the grandeurs of God are
all about and get rid of this stupid "heaven" we have to deal with here. Yes there ARe heaven
worlds, the architectural worlds, but man thinks he will be in a fluffy condition. Well conditions on
those worlds are nice and earned, but hardly fluffy clouds where nothing is done.
Ok, on coming back after my break, let me state here, after stasis, AH is the celestial on the
ground counseling team. We will have many regional directors and all sort of staff and advisors
under each one and by then Esu ought to be able to walk the ground too, and CM will at some
point he is ready. David Righter, the S333 guy already does walk the ground working that financial
arena, is married and has a child, but he lives underground, coming up when safe and necessary.
OK lets move on.

in the financial department, allowing their greed to bring us closer to the unity currency or
way of conducting business or outcome we actually needed and planned, going in the
direction of bringing Mother Earth into the Light and Life,
Yes, for a planet still on money, unity currency is ideal. It was guided back in the days after the
thugs made the Federal reserve, thru making the dollar the world reserve currency. But that is not
success. Planets in early light and life are usually still on money and greatly improving the morality
in how business is done. Man is progressed thru a "normal" chain of experience on any world.
That included the industrial age, and now the information age, and we are into the early robotics
age. The planet MUST become a global community, and all these many currencies allow for
currency wars against countries and unfair and immoral business practices. There has been
attempt thru the stock market since the thugs insisted on it, to bring some trade parity thru grains
and other commodities, in a way thru the futures markets. The elite cooperate only as what serves
them. We must have parity of some sort
Those returning to the planet, at least under our original plans, would have to go thru the stage of
creating unity currency and honest, ethical trade. Some on the ground under Germain attempted
in the US of A tried hard for a number of years for NESARA, which was not just financial, but also
government change. It was hoped the US of A thru these changes would lead the world as
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intended, showing a way and also bringing announcement of galactic help. Open galactic help.
well the murders and non cooperation continued.
The nesara plan was instigated in the late 1970s, long before the Dove ever showed up to help
publicize it. There was put in place even then the Global agree of 1980 we intended to post, along
with Marco's Will. There is another much more recent agreement, with gesara funding which we
also cannot post. 2008 I believe. Signed by all the necessary signatories. down the tube. Don't
worry thugs, I am not going to take that risk even at this late date. You are so backed into a corner
you are simply too dangerous. You destroyed the Oitc anyway, sadly apparently with Ray Dams
help, Keenan, Keith Scott, Fulford and now you bring Wilcox into it.
Since we may be awakening man to life under the surface I am not sure right now the direction we
will take, I suspect showing him the advantages, of not having it, but it may well be he will go thru
the normal stages anyway, learning unity currency and fair, ethical, balanced business and trade.
You ones have been told I have graduated paradise. By the times you who are father indwelt
ascenders get there, you will know the full business of planetary and universal management, and
more important HOW organic MIND progresses, and there are steps that are not left out, regards
many experiences. So I think we will just start them off on unity money and go from there,
depending on their learning and global ground conditions and the development of sound business
activities.
These ones returning have 2 lifetimes to buy into what is right, and those that don't will be moving.
They are being given a final and merciful chance. Most of these ARE the fallen ones who have
made progress. Of course incarnation will continue, of those coming to experience or guide, in the
lessons ALL must learn and UNDERSTAND before they even reach the Central universe of
Havona, because it is in Havona that the person begins to truly plan their eternal career and are
guided thru experiences to meet those goals.
I chose UNIVERSAL management, my ultimate goal, Ascending Son of MIchael status. i want to
do a whole universe. That IS a long ways off, I just left Paradise 400 years ago at a finaliter, and
then more recently "graduation" to be in Trinity service as a Mighty messenger. AH is going to
give me and quite a few others a huge experience. You don't just wander around in "heaven" for
your eternal life. I do not tell this story to brag, I tell it to demonstrate how it is. Heaven is so
misunderstood here and why folks want to rest in bliss someplace, is beyond me for trillions of
years and party with Jesus or whoever for all that time.
So likely man will experience unity money, which can be put in place and has been planned. That
was part of GESARA, skilling a few steps and making that leap. From which eventually would
come no money as man learned honest trade. We are still going to use a university system to
properly train people in money, trade, science etc. Some of you have been reading new age CIA
stuff for so long you expect the magic ascension to a ready prepared world and that is not going to
happen. It cannot happen. But what man will come back too, after the big cleanse and the
planning may begin to look like heaven. But he will have to participate. We are skipping some of
the smaller steps, because these prisoners here that get to continue, are after most angels, plus
some nasty thugs who once flew the creation wreaking havoc. So they do KNOW inside what is
right. So although I have not covered a lot of detail, man has been guided in various ways to move
FORWARD that may not seem forward to you. There has already been huge printing of the new
currency that we I assume will still use at that future awakening.

in the political department, allowing their hunger for power and absolute control to narrow down
the way to diversified ' governance ' of the worlds population,
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in the military department, allowing them to bring forward the available Higher Potential and
Advanced Technology to come to the surface in order for it to be used to the benefit of humankind
instead of abusing its power to destroy, etc.,
we had hoped indeed for it all to run differently, BUT WE DEAL WITH EVERYTHING TO
PERFECTION UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, there is no other way.
That does not include having the job done before a certain time, however there IS a Cosmic Clock
Ticking its last fragment of a nanosecond when put into perspective, but having the job done TO
PERFECTION, regardless of its complexity, a concept that will only be understandable once you
see things from the other side of the veil.
And glory to the Heavenlies, some of you are already peeping through that invisible and nonexisting veil, others will sleep just a little longer and need the wakeup call we have ready for you,
not to mention those that will sleep very much, and much much longer ... upon their own
choosing.
To satisfy your hunger to know, my Son, and those you represent with your call, let me say that
also We have learned very much in the process, what will greatly enhance some of your future
Bestowals as you already know some of you are not here to waste time or play around, but to
WORK on your future Heavenly or Spiritual Functions and closer team work with the Divine. I
enjoyed your expression yesterday when you mentioned to one of your esteemed collegues that
you are all in ' bringing together the Divinity with the Divine Within ALL, or visa versa, and if that
did not spiritualise in the dark, at least it might have worked for some of yourselves, also using the
method of learning through HOW NOT TO DO THINGS... This might also show the importance of
understanding and estimating ALL involved and not dividing anything; actually observing and
learning from ALL you see and get to know for what it really is.
That is all for now, there is not much more to explain, we have work to finish although closing in
most rapidly towards the moment you are all waiting for, or let me say : WHAT YOU ARE ALL
SUPPOSE TO BE WORKING TOWARDS ... and I hope you DO exactly that, on your behalf.
I AM CMAton, your Sovereign.
Love and Light,
Johan
OK worked on another section, want to refresh again and see what I might want to say in
the political arena as to hints of what has been as carrots etc That will be tomorrow,
wanting to hit the sack, after working another thread here. .
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/18/2011 11:45 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/18/2011 11:39 PM
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If some green thumb collector reported my post above as copyright infringment it is NOT. It is a
partial post by a member of my team with a clear LINK to it.
I am going to come back tomorrow to work on that some more
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/18/2011 11:44 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3053613
United States
12/18/2011 11:42 PM
i see it op...its called resource based economy
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/19/2011 12:46 AM
Thank you very much for the clarifications and extensions, NIP. I've learned a lot. I have a few
questions / comments:
Tunnels: why would humans after the stasis need underground tunnels as built by our surface
governments just below the surface, if there's a whole underground civilization, with environment
and infrastucture, already further under the surface which has just moved out onto ships?
Money: I really should have been reading about David Righter a while ago, but I had not heard of
him or that whole story, which was apparently on Gas_oven more than AH or here. I'm interested
in economics, so it's very interesting for me to read what he has written there.
Politics: The comment that "one must always go thru the elites on (worlds like this)" is telling.
Maybe it wasn't obvious 50 years ago that our elites would be so incorrigible. They did seem nicer
then, at least from my perspective as a child. Very nasty, but not as nasty as we see now! But how
discouraging it would have been to read that earlier -- to be told in plain words that one could not
throw off the "leadership", that revolution would fail and not even receive sufficient direct support
from the good aliens. How unfair it seems, that those nasty ones would get to decide. Well now I
guess not, and it feels right. If revolution cannot come from below, it can come from above.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/19/2011 12:49 AM
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erm, I didn't really write Gas_oven, more like rum0rmilln3ws . Didn't know that name was
automatically changed by the GLP software.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1509660
United States
12/19/2011 03:16 AM
You people are Dreamers
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1089924
These people are idiots. They sound like fucking hippies from the 60's. Fucking morons.
Quoting: lptl081

I'm a hippy from the 60's and I think they are idiots, too.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1509660

The 60's hippy movement was pretty fake.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

It was heartfelt for many then. May look fake to you now
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1491467
United States
12/19/2011 09:31 AM
It seems that today CMAton is saying the new world will have a universal currency.
Is Johan's channelling a bit off today? His messages today sound like a bait-and-switch to me.
We'll have a world with money and what sounds like a central diversified governance, and we're
all supposed to be stuck on it still (see meditation post today.)
[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Ok let me try this again in a few minutes. , I had messages mixed up in my head. I suspect that
you had troubles with was Johan's English. and I might be able to add something to clarify. There
is some material you ones might not be familiar with, but that did not bother me.
I will be back shortly, I need to exercise my blood sugar down a bit.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

OK. Or if he wrote first in German, I could read that which I understand well enough. Thanks.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Those returning to the planet, at least under our original plans, would have to go thru the stage of
creating unity currency and honest, ethical trade. Some on the ground under Germain attempted
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in the US of A tried hard for a number of years for NESARA, which was not just financial, but also
government change. It was hoped the US of A thru these changes would lead the world as
intended, showing a way and also bringing announcement of galactic help. Open galactic help.
well the murders and non cooperation continued.
The nesara plan was instigated in the late 1970s, long before the Dove ever showed up to help
publicize it. There was put in place even then the Global agree of 1980 we intended to post, along
with Marco's Will. There is another much more recent agreement, with gesara funding which we
also cannot post. 2008 I believe. Signed by all the necessary signatories. down the tube. Don't
worry thugs, I am not going to take that risk even at this late date. You are so backed into a corner
you are simply too dangerous. You destroyed the Oitc anyway, sadly apparently with Ray Dams
help, Keenan, Keith Scott, Fulford and now you bring Wilcox into it.
.....
OK worked on another section, want to refresh again and see what I might want to say in
the political arena as to hints of what has been as carrots etc That will be tomorrow,
wanting to hit the sack, after working another thread here. .
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Dear NIP, would a graduate from Paradise ever falls to the dark, if he incarnates to a planet like
this Earth, because he doesn’t remember who he is? I love to work for God but I don’t want to be
blind and deaf and make big mistakes…
If I have a chance to talk to CM or the Source God, I beg them to change the rule a bit, that is
“Please allow all star seeds to have a little memory of WHO THEY ARE” during their whole
incarnation lives so they know why and what the purpose they are here. Also, “Please give those
1 billion souls who will return to Earth the same blessings”. I have read stories of those who
experience life after death, and most of them came back to lives change themselves totally. They
live the rest of their lives by love and service to others.
BTW
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/19/2011 03:44 PM
...
These people are idiots. They sound like fucking hippies from the 60's. Fucking morons.
Quoting: lptl081

I'm a hippy from the 60's and I think they are idiots, too.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1509660

The 60's hippy movement was pretty fake.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

It was heartfelt for many then. May look fake to you now.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1509660
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Free love was heartfelt? No provision was made for the children that tend to arise from sex. The
brain must be engaged, and caring about one's children -- anything less is superficial, or a sign of
a soul in need of much development in my amateur opinion. I think they just loved the sex.
A lot of the antiwar sentiment was probably caused to the draft that then existed. Now there's no
draft, there are equally stupid and corrupt wars, and see, there's no big antiwar push among the
young. There's some antiwar sentiment, and it helps Ron Paul's support -- well I hope I'm wrong
and it will become a big issue soon.
I can't know quite for sure what was inside the heads of the hippies, but I know the impression that
I got, and that it's easy to find the usual cynical sorts of explanations for much of what went on
then. And these explanations were observable at that time too. I don't think one needs to look
back from 40 or 50 years later to notice those things.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/19/2011 05:14 PM

...

I'm a hippy from the 60's and I think they are idiots, too.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1509660

The 60's hippy movement was pretty fake.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

It was heartfelt for many then. May look fake to you now.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1509660

Free love was heartfelt? No provision was made for the children that tend to arise from sex. The
brain must be engaged, and caring about one's children -- anything less is superficial, or a sign of
a soul in need of much development in my amateur opinion. I think they just loved the sex.
A lot of the antiwar sentiment was probably caused to the draft that then existed. Now there's no
draft, there are equally stupid and corrupt wars, and see, there's no big antiwar push among the
young. There's some antiwar sentiment, and it helps Ron Paul's support -- well I hope I'm wrong
and it will become a big issue soon.
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I can't know quite for sure what was inside the heads of the hippies, but I know the impression that
I got, and that it's easy to find the usual cynical sorts of explanations for much of what went on
then. And these explanations were observable at that time too. I don't think one needs to look
back from 40 or 50 years later to notice those things.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

we thats a subject I should bring forth, under population/social issues. Free sex without
responsibility for offspring is very destructive.
I have not done thread that yet today, not feeling to so hot. spent a long time up last night and had
serious re entry this morning. Now I am listening to music on you tube and MY HEADPHONES
ARE TIGHT! MY HEAD WAS MAYBE EXPANDED LAST NIGHT WHICH WOULD EXPLAIN THE
DISTRESS. THE EAR PHONES ALMOST HURT THEY ARE SO TIGHT SUDDENLY FROM
SIDE TO SIDE. They have always been loose and I have them as short as possible and still
loose, until suddenly recently they fit, and now they are tight. I guess i will be adjusting them. I
have another set that didn't used to fit my ears tight enough, which I just came across, maybe time
to see how they fit.
Spirit Girl
User ID: 1119244
United States
12/21/2011 02:11 PM
Nobody_in_particular, have you ever considered teaching people HOW to go within and find their
Father Center? I've read over much of your material on this site and your own site and have
mainly come across lots and lots of warnings and things we 'must' do in order not to end up not
making it into the shift, etc. A lot of it reminds me of Christianity - lots of fears that if we don't 'do'
something, we'll end up in a hell of some sort. Where is the hope, and instructions for people who
don't know what to do? Isn't it more important to add to the hope of humanity, by teaching them
how to do something, rather than consistently warn about the same thing over and over? We get it
- a shift is coming. Now what do we do?
You really do seem to be coming from a place of wanting to help people. So I'm giving you an
outside perspective. If I was a non advanced soul with little to no spiritual background and read
your writings, I'd be filled with fear and not knowing where to turn to accomplish what needs to be
accomplished before 'D Day'.

Spirit Girl
User ID: 1119244
United States
12/21/2011 02:13 PM
Nobody_in_particular, have you ever considered teaching people HOW to go within and find their
Father Center? I've read over much of your material on this site and your own site and have
mainly come across lots and lots of warnings and things we 'must' do in order not to end up
not making it into the shift, etc. A lot of it reminds me of Christianity - lots of fears that if we
don't 'do' something, we'll end up in a hell of some sort. Where is the hope, and instructions for
people who don't know what to do? Isn't it more important to add to the hope of humanity, by
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teaching them how to do something, rather than consistently warn about the same thing over and
over? We get it - a shift is coming. Now what do we do?
You really do seem to be coming from a place of wanting to help people. So I'm giving you an
outside perspective. If I was a non advanced soul with little to no spiritual background and read
your writings, I'd be filled with fear and not knowing where to turn to accomplish what needs to be
accomplished before 'D Day'.

Quoting: Spirit Girl 1119244

(Addendum to the bolded part above - I meant, "general things we must do", like merge with our
God-center, etc. However, actual instructions never seem to be given).
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/21/2011 05:04 PM

Nobody_in_particular, have you ever considered teaching people HOW to go within and find their
Father Center? I've read over much of your material on this site and your own site and have
mainly come across lots and lots of warnings and things we 'must' do in order not to end up
not making it into the shift, etc. A lot of it reminds me of Christianity - lots of fears that if we
don't 'do' something, we'll end up in a hell of some sort. Where is the hope, and instructions for
people who don't know what to do? Isn't it more important to add to the hope of humanity, by
teaching them how to do something, rather than consistently warn about the same thing over and
over? We get it - a shift is coming. Now what do we do?
You really do seem to be coming from a place of wanting to help people. So I'm giving you an
outside perspective. If I was a non advanced soul with little to no spiritual background and read
your writings, I'd be filled with fear and not knowing where to turn to accomplish what needs to be
accomplished before 'D Day'.

Quoting: Spirit Girl 1119244

Quoting: Spirit Girl 1119244

Thats all in the hands of YOU and your guardian angels. I can't "teach" it, I don't know how. You
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contact the inner you/or thought adjuster by meditative thinking and I can't teach people to think,
thats your job. There has been a lot of new age garbage on this topic I do not subscribe too.
There is no ritual for meditation, its done in a quiet place and by relaxing your self enough to slow
the brain chatter but mostly to tune your body. Any of you who have been so engrossed in what
you are thinking about and perhaps creating, you tune our hunger, thirst and do realize you even
have to pee, until you almost wet yourself, have found that place. Any time you get a "light bulb"
moment where an idea comes thru to you on something, you have just listened to the answer of
what you sought.
I never put out stuff that says if you don't do something you won't get there. NEVER. I have no
idea where anybody is, and some folks from very high places, have not yet realized it and some
folks way down on the so called list, of younger souls are making great gains. Its all up to you.

(Addendum to the bolded part above - I meant, "general things we must do", like merge with our
God-center, etc. However, actual instructions never seem to be given).
The most important thing is your heart. Developing service to others. You should be keeping a
journal perhaps, or not, about how you are reacting to life and what you want to learn. You should
be evaluating each and every day of your life, you what you are doing, what you are learning,
what works, what doesn't work. Almost every time I have an interaction, I pause to think about it,
which is one reason I edit my posts a lot, a may have forgotten something, or think maybe I need
to clarify. What is perhaps the most important is to accept yourself AS A SON OF GOD, and stop
putting God up there someplace. If you can think and reason. YOU ARE A SON/DAUGHTER OF
GOD. Christianity does not teach these, but allows we are children of God, but not as I have
stated. When anyone become CONSCIOUS of this, they strive like crazy to learn and get it right.
To gain wisdom. To stop punishing self. And importantly to see all those around you, as also
SONS of GOD on the divine journey. Do these things and your life will indeed be worthy, and it
matter not if you are a very young soul, or an old and seasoned one, because the journey never
stops, it is never done, and there is always something new to learn and understand. There is
always the growth of your spirit. Be spirit filled.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3053613
United States
12/21/2011 05:13 PM
"Money" = medium of exchange that facilitates the trade of goods and services.
So a world without "Money" = no facilitated trade of goods and services = half a cow for a "tare" of
wheat.
Fuckin' retards on GLP. A world without money = Zimbawbe = how did that pan out?
Fuckin' hell.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7193090
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Just to clarify: Zimbawbe in effect had no money, since every attempt to float their "promissory
notes" failed. It was as good as a cashless society.
Therefore, murder and mayhem. Imagine that.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7193090

it failed because people were not having their needs met...resource based economy takes care of
everyone...we all do it for the community of humans. money only has value because we say it
does. you only assume there has to be a trade. also it requires everyone on earth working
together and not fighting over imaginary lines in the dirt.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3053613
United States
12/21/2011 05:16 PM
the major key to a resource based economy is education. teaching everyone it is possible if they
only stop acting childish and selfish and start living for humanity as a whole. the biggest untapped
resource are the thousands of minds lost behind a cash register...when they could have all been
educated to follow their own passions and desires. as long as we live in a trade/ monetary society
we will never truly be free.
Spirit Girl
User ID: 1119244
United States
12/21/2011 07:32 PM
The most important thing is your heart. Developing service to others. You should be keeping a
journal perhaps, or not, about how you are reacting to life and what you want to learn. You should
be evaluating each and every day of your life, you what you are doing, what you are learning,
what works, what doesn't work. Almost every time I have an interaction, I pause to think about it,
which is one reason I edit my posts a lot, a may have forgotten something, or think maybe I need
to clarify. What is perhaps the most important is to accept yourself AS A SON OF GOD, and stop
putting God up there someplace. If you can think and reason. YOU ARE A SON/DAUGHTER OF
GOD. Christianity does not teach these, but allows we are children of God, but not as I have
stated. When anyone become CONSCIOUS of this, they strive like crazy to learn and get it right.
To gain wisdom. To stop punishing self. And importantly to see all those around you, as also
SONS of GOD on the divine journey. Do these things and your life will indeed be worthy, and it
matter not if you are a very young soul, or an old and seasoned one, because the journey never
stops, it is never done, and there is always something new to learn and understand. There is
always the growth of your spirit. Be spirit filled.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you. I was looking over some of the channeled information on your site and am a little
concerned - channeled beings from that level (Christ Consciousness/Causal Consciousness) do
not speak on topics nor in the way that is present there, especially in the 2006 material you
recently reposted. I've been present for direct channeled readings from and in the presence of
such beings and they do not at all speak about those topics, nor do they 'step in' to alter free will
or become happy at someone's downfall. Revenge and worry, for example, are egoic traits, not
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traits from Christed Beings. From the higher perspective, everything is already perfect. Everything
that is supposed to happen already is and has. Ascended Masters don't get into altering lines of
reality.
I say this with love because you have a huge influence on a lot of people. I am not a newbie or
young soul who doesn't know what I'm talking about. (If you use your intuition you will see this).
For some reason I have felt intuitively led to read your material and ask you the questions I have.
Perhaps to get you to think about things a little differently?
I don't want to start an argument, as I truly do have good intentions. I hope my comments have at
the very least opened your mind to consider new things.

West TX
User ID: 1162166
United States
12/21/2011 08:16 PM

The most important thing is your heart. Developing service to others. You should be keeping a
journal perhaps, or not, about how you are reacting to life and what you want to learn. You should
be evaluating each and every day of your life, you what you are doing, what you are learning,
what works, what doesn't work. Almost every time I have an interaction, I pause to think about it,
which is one reason I edit my posts a lot, a may have forgotten something, or think maybe I need
to clarify. What is perhaps the most important is to accept yourself AS A SON OF GOD, and stop
putting God up there someplace. If you can think and reason. YOU ARE A SON/DAUGHTER OF
GOD. Christianity does not teach these, but allows we are children of God, but not as I have
stated. When anyone become CONSCIOUS of this, they strive like crazy to learn and get it right.
To gain wisdom. To stop punishing self. And importantly to see all those around you, as also
SONS of GOD on the divine journey. Do these things and your life will indeed be worthy, and it
matter not if you are a very young soul, or an old and seasoned one, because the journey never
stops, it is never done, and there is always something new to learn and understand. There is
always the growth of your spirit. Be spirit filled.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you. I was looking over some of the channeled information on your site and am a little
concerned - channeled beings from that level (Christ Consciousness/Causal Consciousness) do
not speak on topics nor in the way that is present there, especially in the 2006 material you
recently reposted. I've been present for direct channeled readings from and in the presence of
such beings and they do not at all speak about those topics, nor do they 'step in' to alter free will
or become happy at someone's downfall. Revenge and worry, for example, are egoic traits, not
traits from Christed Beings. From the higher perspective, everything is already perfect. Everything
that is supposed to happen already is and has. Ascended Masters don't get into altering lines of
reality.
I say this with love because you have a huge influence on a lot of people. I am not a newbie or
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young soul who doesn't know what I'm talking about. (If you use your intuition you will see this).
For some reason I have felt intuitively led to read your material and ask you the questions I have.
Perhaps to get you to think about things a little differently?
I don't want to start an argument, as I truly do have good intentions. I hope my comments have at
the very least opened your mind to consider new things.

Quoting: Spirit Girl 1119244

Hi Spirit Girl, I have a couple questions for you. First, How do you know for sure that the ones you
listened to in your "direct channeled readings" were who they said they were? Also, have you
heard every single Ascended Master that has offered teaching to us all to know that NONE of
them would cover such topics as you seem to feel are . . . false, by what you have stated?
Second, could you please be more specific about the information you got these impressions from?
You know like titles of the pieces you are refering to or links?
I ask because I don't remember anything with revenge in it and as far as worry goes, I don't know
one GOOD PARENT that does not worry about their children. Please help me to understand what
you are trying to say.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/21/2011 09:32 PM

The most important thing is your heart. Developing service to others. You should be keeping a
journal perhaps, or not, about how you are reacting to life and what you want to learn. You should
be evaluating each and every day of your life, you what you are doing, what you are learning,
what works, what doesn't work. Almost every time I have an interaction, I pause to think about it,
which is one reason I edit my posts a lot, a may have forgotten something, or think maybe I need
to clarify. What is perhaps the most important is to accept yourself AS A SON OF GOD, and stop
putting God up there someplace. If you can think and reason. YOU ARE A SON/DAUGHTER OF
GOD. Christianity does not teach these, but allows we are children of God, but not as I have
stated. When anyone become CONSCIOUS of this, they strive like crazy to learn and get it right.
To gain wisdom. To stop punishing self. And importantly to see all those around you, as also
SONS of GOD on the divine journey. Do these things and your life will indeed be worthy, and it
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matter not if you are a very young soul, or an old and seasoned one, because the journey never
stops, it is never done, and there is always something new to learn and understand. There is
always the growth of your spirit. Be spirit filled.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you. I was looking over some of the channeled information on your site and am a little
concerned - channeled beings from that level (Christ Consciousness/Causal Consciousness) do
not speak on topics nor in the way that is present there, especially in the 2006 material you
recently reposted. I've been present for direct channeled readings from and in the presence of
such beings and they do not at all speak about those topics, nor do they 'step in' to alter free will
or become happy at someone's downfall. Revenge and worry, for example, are egoic traits, not
traits from Christed Beings. From the higher perspective, everything is already perfect. Everything
that is supposed to happen already is and has. Ascended Masters don't get into altering lines of
reality.
I say this with love because you have a huge influence on a lot of people. I am not a newbie or
young soul who doesn't know what I'm talking about. (If you use your intuition you will see this).
For some reason I have felt intuitively led to read your material and ask you the questions I have.
Perhaps to get you to think about things a little differently?
I don't want to start an argument, as I truly do have good intentions. I hope my comments have at
the very least opened your mind to consider new things.

Quoting: Spirit Girl 1119244

the material thru our channels has to do with how things are done. This is the 2nd coming team.
God waves no magic wands is a favorite saying of mine. This planet is in a special portion of a
grand cycle right now, and all inhabited planets, until they are in light and life undergo judgement
at the end of certain ages. ALL lower planets like this one, because of spiritual immaturity, get
themselves periodically into a LOT of trouble. This is a prison ward for those who got themselves
into a lot of trouble and lost their privilege of flying the free universe. The hierarchy IS merciful and
they were extended huge mercy after the galactic wars and the Lucifer Rebellion.
The hierarchy has worked with this planet elite heavily since shortly after ww2 to NO AVAIL. The
planetary Mother Gaia is terribly depressed and needs relief or her BODY WILL IMPLODE . She
is a being just as you and I are. She is going to come first, because she is making her own
ascension.
We are in the photon belt, and at the end of the 225million year cycle around the Milky Way. All
planetary life on this planet was given 2 cycles to mature after the seeding of life, which was the
planet was those energies we are in now. It is in those energies every 1/4 turn on this giant wheel.
Thus the energies coming from the center of the Milky Way form a CROSS. There is reason for
the cross and it has nothing to do with Jesus being hung on one. Anyway, this solar system IS at
the end of those 2 cycles, and the laws of NATURE required the ascension of the planetary body,
along with its inhabitants.
10 billion souls, angel and human were interned on this prison world 200,000 years ago
and have been reincarnating under GRACE and MERCY since then. this is the 6th time they
have brought the planet to near destruction. What would YOU DO?
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1 billion of those have been successful. 1 billion were more borderline successful and they get
some additional time. 8 billion FLUNKED. They have to move, they cannot handle the higher
energies from the photon belt, the milky way and the WAVE coming from the Center of the
creation. All these are of nature.
If we do not do the stasis after year and years of effort, there will be massive massive death on
this world. And even more serious damage to the planet. We cannot change the cycles, we can
only deal with them.
What man refused to believe is that the entire creation is created and managed under
governments. This planet has an even more special existance as a training sphere for the future
creator sons of the new outer space universes. I am one of those. There are many here, both
incarnate and on "the other side" watching. it is what it is.
All that stuff put into new age was to cause many to reject the very ones here dealing with this
world as it is now, going thru the cycles it is going thru. This coming is the compassionate solution,
but the other solution was to evacuate the children of light and say goodbye to those left behind to
the massive earth changes. The magnetic reversal would deal with them.
This is an improvement on that because since we have never been able to get governments to
support full contact, there is no other choice. Its not just this planet, a significant portion of
Nebadon is also in those energies from the milky way center, some further into it that us, others
not quite yet in it, and this requires a lot of synchronization that man cannot yet comprehend.
There is an effort, because of the excessive evil that is infiltrating the younger universes to get all
planets into at least 4d, that are not yet and this sets back the evil considerably, for it has no place
to be.
Evil here on this planet has been poisoning the common people against the very folks that created
this world. All worlds of evolutionary type are seeded with life when ready, life does not arise
otherwise. This is the prerogative of created beings of God to seed and monitor planets. With the
lucifer Rebellion this and many other planets left the management of the higher realms, lucifer
wanted to separate from the creation and all his folks that joined thought that a great idea. That
does NOT WORK and Lucifer found out he was NOT a Creator Son and could create NOTHING,
no new beings and thus all on these worlds found themselves imprisoned anyway, they were not
released by him for the normal ascension journey. He could create no new beings so ones were
stuck here to keep it going.
This is over, this world is returned to "heaven" now, and things will get better in the future. There is
a huge planet to assist and if the elite had cooperated we would be far along the way now. There
is nothing DARK about what we do. We will not allow the destruction of this solar system, period.
Mars is being rehabilitated, the people took down their own atmosphere. they are here trying to
repeat that one.
We do not put out fear, but we do inform people. Most "fear" is born of ignorance, once you know,
there is no fear. We have given strong statements, I may be giving one tonight in fact. These
elites do not understand love, mercy, kindness......... What a complete shame.
[link to www.youtube.com]
This is a series of video's that may be worth watching, listed in another thread tonight, one of
Trinity's. This is not the first one, you can find the others there easily. I may spend some time on
them tomorrow. It just said in this one, most people don't know they have a spirit and some are
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only starting to connect. Meditation is being discussed in it. Perhaps this series will answer some
of your questions. Somehow it always happens, that when the question is asked, the answer
comes, perhaps this series will provide some of the answers to many questions. It sounds good
while I am listening as I am typing. I have to get off again for a bit. I had an inner urge to open the
thread I found this in.
tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
12/22/2011 12:00 AM
The most important thing is your heart. Developing service to others. You should be keeping a
journal perhaps, or not, about how you are reacting to life and what you want to learn. You should
be evaluating each and every day of your life, you what you are doing, what you are learning,
what works, what doesn't work. Almost every time I have an interaction, I pause to think about it,
which is one reason I edit my posts a lot, a may have forgotten something, or think maybe I need
to clarify. What is perhaps the most important is to accept yourself AS A SON OF GOD, and stop
putting God up there someplace. If you can think and reason. YOU ARE A SON/DAUGHTER OF
GOD. Christianity does not teach these, but allows we are children of God, but not as I have
stated. When anyone become CONSCIOUS of this, they strive like crazy to learn and get it right.
To gain wisdom. To stop punishing self. And importantly to see all those around you, as also
SONS of GOD on the divine journey. Do these things and your life will indeed be worthy, and it
matter not if you are a very young soul, or an old and seasoned one, because the journey never
stops, it is never done, and there is always something new to learn and understand. There is
always the growth of your spirit. Be spirit filled.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you. I was looking over some of the channeled information on your site and am a little
concerned - channeled beings from that level (Christ Consciousness/Causal Consciousness) do
not speak on topics nor in the way that is present there, especially in the 2006 material you
recently reposted. I've been present for direct channeled readings from and in the presence of
such beings and they do not at all speak about those topics, nor do they 'step in' to alter free will
or become happy at someone's downfall. Revenge and worry, for example, are egoic traits, not
traits from Christed Beings. From the higher perspective, everything is already perfect. Everything
that is supposed to happen already is and has. Ascended Masters don't get into altering lines of
reality.
I say this with love because you have a huge influence on a lot of people. I am not a newbie or
young soul who doesn't know what I'm talking about. (If you use your intuition you will see this).
For some reason I have felt intuitively led to read your material and ask you the questions I have.
Perhaps to get you to think about things a little differently?
I don't want to start an argument, as I truly do have good intentions. I hope my comments have at
the very least opened your mind to consider new things.

Quoting: Spirit Girl 1119244

the material thru out channels has to do with how things are done. This is th 2nd coming team.
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God waves no magic wands is a favorite saying. This planet is in a special portion of a grand
cycle right now, and all inhabited planets, until they are in light and life undergo judgement at the
end of certain ages and all lower planets like this one, because of spiritual immaturity, get
themselves periodically into a LOT of trouble. This is a prison ward for those who got themselves
into a lot of trouble and lost their privilege of flying the free universe. The hierarchy IS merciful and
they were extended huge mercy after the galactic wars and the Lucifer Rebellion.
The hierarchy has worked with this planet elite heavily since shortly after ww2 to NO AVAIL. The
planetary MOther Gaia is terribly depressed and needs relief or her BODY WILL IMPLODE . She
is a being just as you and I are. She is going to come first, because she is making her own
ascension.
We are in the photon belt, and at the end of the 225million year cycle around the Milky Way. All
planetary life on this planet was given 2 cycles to mature after the seeding of life, which was the
planet was those energies we are in now. It is in those energies, every 1/4 turn. Thus the energies
coming from the center of the Milky Way form a CROSS. There is reason for the cross and it has
nothing to do with Jesus being hung on one. Anyway, this solar system IS at the end of those 2
cycles, and the laws of NATURE required the ascension of the planetary body, along with its
inhabitants.
10 billion souls, angel and human were interned on this prison world 200,000 years ago and have
been reincarnating under GRACE and MERCY since then. this is the 6th time they have brought
the planet to near destruction. What would YOU DO?
1 billion of those have been successful. 1 billion more borderline successful and they get some
addition time. 8 billion FLUNKED. They have to move, they cannot handle the higher energies
from the photon belt, the milky way and the WAVE coming from the Center of the creation. All
these are of nature.
If we do not do the stasis after year and years of effort, their will be massive massive death on this
world. And even more serious damage to the planet. We cannot change the cycles, we can only
deal with them.
What man refused to believe is that the entire creation is created and managed under
governments. This planet has an even more special existance as a training sphere for the future
creator sons of the new outer space universes. I am one of those. There are many here, both
incarnate and on "the other side" watching. it is what it is.
All that stuff put into new age was to cause many to reject the very ones here dealing with this
world as it is now, going thru the cycles it is going thru. This coming is the compassionate solution,
but the other solution was to evacuate the children of light and say goodbye to those left behind to
the massive earth changes. This is an improvement on that because since we have never been
able to get governments to support full contact, there is no other choice. Its not just this planet, a
significant portion of Nebadon is also in those energies from the milky way center, some further
into it that us, others not quite yet in it, and this requires a lot of synchronization that man cannot
yet comprehend. There is an effort, because of the excessive evil that is infiltrating the younger
universes to get all planets into at least 4d, that are not yet and this sets back the evil
considerably, for it has no place to be.
Evil here on this planet has been poisoning the common people again the very folks that created
this world. All worlds of evolutionary type are seeded with life when ready, life do not arise
otherwise. This is the prerogative of created beings of God to seed and monitor planets. With the
lucifer Rebellion this and many other planets left the management of the higher realms, lucifer
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wanted to separate from the creation and all his folks that joined thought that a great idea. That
does NOT WORK and Lucifer found out he was NOT a Creator Son and could create NOTHING,
no new beings and thus all on these worlds found themselves imprisoned anyway, they were not
released by him for the normal ascension journey. He could create no new beings so ones were
stuck here to keep it going.
This is over, this world is returned to "heaven" now, and things will get better in the future. There is
a huge planet to assist and if the elite had cooperated we would be far along the way now. There
is nothing DARK about what we do. We will not allow the destruction of this solar system, period.
Mars is being rehabilitated, the people took down their own atmosphere. they are here trying to
repeat that one.
We do not put out fear, but we do inform people. Most "fear" is born of ignorance, once you know,
there is no fear. We have given strong statements, I may be giving one tonight in fact. These
elites do not understand love, mercy, kindness......... What a complete shame.
[link to www.youtube.com] This is a series of video's that may be worth watching, listed in another
thread tonight. This is not the first once, you can find the others there easily. I may spend some
time on them tomorrow. It just said in this one, most people don't know they have a spirit and
some are only starting to connect. Meditation is being discussed in it. Perhaps this series will
answer some of your questions. Somehow it always happens, that when the question is asked, a
answer comes, perhaps this series will provide some of the answers to many question. It sounds
good while I am listening as I am typing. I have to get off again for a bit. I had an inner urge to
open the thread I found this in.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks Candace for posting youtube link, interesting series. Just watch 2 of them.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 11:56 AM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace
This is appropriate to the money thread, those who celebrate ANY lavish cultural/social holiday
requiring massive society pressure to spend money on gifts, should ponder this. I don't know if
Islamic holidays have this requirement or not. How many of you wanted to drop the social/cultural
christmas as done in the US of A, but could not exert backbone against the local pressure? That
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was me and I regret not LIVING my truth back then, and not showing a better way. If we were a
spiritually advancing civilization, OFF of MONEY, the holiday might actually become a spiritual
event. Mature societies who know the God within, have celebrations but they have REAL
meaning. Life is to be celebrated.

Christmas- The Celestial Truth- Christ Michael Aton
Christmas is a cultural experience when viewed across the chasm of religious divide. It is no
longer confined within the Christian context where it serves as a religious reminder of the birth of
the Christ and a basis for specific celebration.
What could have been a celebration in remembrance with reverent tones have become a festival
of excess, extravagance and external revelry where even those who have no belief or knowledge
of the Christ become embroiled in activities centered around Christmas which hold no depth of
meaning.

There is no truth for them in the celebration as they brazenly follow a standard imposed upon
them. They make themselves willing puppets to the dark masters and mistresses who dangle
before them embellishments to appeal to their mortal senses. Their immortal senses or ability to
know is disabled by the ‘perfection’ of the ‘riches’ used to mesmerise them. The holiness meant to
be associated with Christmas absconds as the followers obey the subtle and bold commands
issued to them. They have become programmed slaves to the dark who woo them with the
ephemeral light bulb symbolism and glorious tales of caricatures created for fictional purposes to
degrade the status of GOD.
For you see dear ones there are even those who are ‘Christians’ who celebrate Christmas not with
intent of holiness but for the spirit of grand revelry and notoriety associated with its practices. It is
just something that is done at that time of year. For those true Christians believing with intent, the
significance is truly degraded; for that which started of for the Christ has in fact evolved into the
anti Christ. The practices are Pagan in nature. Man has a need to culminate his year with a
celebration so what an opportune time Christmas has become.

The true spirit of Christmas is that of illumination; meaning enlightenment within through the inner
celebration of the Christ light. For the Christ is birthed in each soul incarnate. So if this is so, and it
is so, then your Christmas should be a celebration of the inner Christ. Christmas or Christ mass- is
the union or communion with the Christ. Where is the Christ? Did I not come to tell you that the
Kingdom of God lies within you? Did I not promise upon my departure that MY FATHER and I
would pour the spirit of God onto the flesh of man? Why do you celebrate MY birth as if I reside
outside of you? In truth God is everywhere; but for the purposes of your soul’s evolution God is
within you.

The Christ my children, is within you and any communion or union in celebration of the Christ
should take place within. I am not averse to an outward recognition or celebration. In fact the
celebration can be used as a welcoming time for each to embrace another and all as brothers and
sisters within the One Kingdom. Yet should this not be a daily aim and achievement?
You cannot compartmentalise ME to times of the year. I AM whole and I AM within you eternally.
So I say to you out of love that you should celebrate Christmas every day of your mortal life; for it
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is within your ability and certainly your divine entitlement to sit with the Christ within and commune
in reverence and in so doing embrace and celebrate the holiness and wholeness of you.

MY very birth was uneventful, not dramatic as you ones display it. I came as man to walk and live
as man in humble attire. For those who care, review MY life on your earth and ponder upon how I
lived and worked and what I taught. This is the Christ within you. Not one who sits as a king upon
a throne requiring unending praise. Is not your communion with the inner Christ, a praise in itself?
There is no real need to celebrate MY birth as much as there is a need to celebrate MY ongoing
presence within you. I do not wish you to forever dwell in the stories of old but to progress through
knowing that I have glorified you with MY presence and I AM glorified when you can recognise
this and allow ME to work through you in the interest of your soul’s progress.

I want you to think on this. If every day could be a fulfilling day as you allow your communion with
the inner Christ to direct your life, will not each day be a celebration of joy and oneness? What
need then will you have to celebrate an event at one time of the year that holds no significance to
the majority who indulge and participate.

Dear ones, Christ Michael is not hear to spoil your joy but rather to direct you to the essence of
that which will yield perfect joy to you. What you experience during your Xmas celebrations is not
joy but pyrrhic in nature. Most of you cannot even remember the celebrations as you drown
yourself in practices which render forgetfulness.

It is time beloveds for man on earth to grow up and seek the truth of that which is real. You can
build a life around that truth that will enable you to have a joyful existence.

To start you off on the path of truth I will say to you that what you celebrate is not Christmas. It is a
cultural extravaganza drawing from myth, embellished with artistic displays of colour and
indulgences far beyond your needs. It focuses on beauty and bounty unrelated to that which is
divine. It is indeed by your reckoning the time when families reunite and the spirit of togetherness
prevails. This is the distinct benefit that you ones who cannot relate to the true meaning draws
from the event.
Dearly beloveds as you prepare to celebrate Christmas, think about what I have said and also
think about celebrating the Christ within each other.

I must, as it is MY filial duty, offer a warning. I say to you that your world, meaning your beloved
earth (who too, bears MY Presence within her) as well as your civilisation, is being prepared for
momentary changes; and it is imperative that these moments be spent in a purposeful communion
with the Father within. All transitory concerns should be set aside and you should enable ME from
within for these are indeed moments of miracles as I respond in harmony to those of you who
would call upon me in truth.

I AM THE CHRIST. YES I WAS KNOWN AS JESUS CHRIST BUT I AM TRULY FROM THE
ORDER OF MICHAEL SONS, FROM THE SUPREME CREATOR OF ALL. I HAVE COME TO
REMIND YOU OF TRUTH THAT YOU MAY ACCEPT AND GROW IN TRUTH FROM HERE
ONWARDS AS THE TIME OF GREAT REVELATION SITS UPON YOU. TRUTH IS INDIGINOUS
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TO YOU- IT IS YOUR NATIVE COSMIC LANGUAGE WHICH YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN. THOSE
AEONS AGO MY BIRTH WAS KNOWN BY THE STAR THAT APPEARED IN THE NIGHT SKY.
LOOK AT YOUR SKIES AGAIN WHAT DO YOU SEE?

Christ Michael.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com

[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Spirit Girl
User ID: 1119244
United States
12/22/2011 01:08 PM
West_TX, ascribing 'worry' - a human emotion - to Christ figures is rather human, is it not? Worry
has nothing to do with the Christ Consciousness realm. I have experienced the realm directly as
have many of my spiritual peers and teachers. Stillness, peace, Love and total understanding is
found there. Humanity's blueprint for creation and how to become like their creator resides in that
realm and everything we go through is perfect for the lessons and understandings we gain and
add to our souls in each lifetime.

Nobody_In_Particular, you did not address any of my post in your reply. It's OK but I am a little
disappointed. Much of what you posted just doesn't ring as Truth. However, there are different
levels of truth, and different levels of enLightenment and awareness. So I appreciate where you
are at and will bow out of your threads going forward. If I even planted a tiny seed of 'hmm, maybe
there is a higher level of truth to be found and shared with others' in your mind, then my job here
is done!

Namaste
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/22/2011 10:13 PM
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Re: Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!
When I used to work in retail management, I got upset with the employee that would put on the
upstock boxes "XMAS". I said to him, why would you want to take Christ out of Christmas.....His
reply was, "OH, that was done long ago"....I did not agree at the time, but know what? HE WAS
RIGHT! The one who still puts THE christ as the focus of Christmas is far and few between! And,
guess what...that ONE is coming for us soon!
West TX
User ID: 1162166
United States
12/23/2011 07:25 PM

West_TX, ascribing 'worry' - a human emotion - to Christ figures is rather human, is it not? Worry
has nothing to do with the Christ Consciousness realm. I have experienced the realm directly as
have many of my spiritual peers and teachers. Stillness, peace, Love and total understanding is
found there. Humanity's blueprint for creation and how to become like their creator resides in that
realm and everything we go through is perfect for the lessons and understandings we gain and
add to our souls in each lifetime.

Nobody_In_Particular, you did not address any of my post in your reply. It's OK but I am a little
disappointed. Much of what you posted just doesn't ring as Truth. However, there are different
levels of truth, and different levels of enLightenment and awareness. So I appreciate where you
are at and will bow out of your threads going forward. If I even planted a tiny seed of 'hmm, maybe
there is a higher level of truth to be found and shared with others' in your mind, then my job here
is done!

Namaste
Quoting: Spirit Girl 1119244

Spirit Girl,
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Since you did not address my questions only my comment on worry I can only assume that you
don't have an answer to the questions. How does one make statements like yours and not have at
least something to back it up with?

I guess NONE of us have all the answers do we . . .
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7626315
Brazil
12/23/2011 07:44 PM
Walden; or, Life in the Woods - Thoreau
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 07:48 PM

Re: Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!
...

Ok let me try this again in a few minutes. , I had messages mixed up in my head. I suspect that
you had troubles with was Johan's English. and I might be able to add something to clarify. There
is some material you ones might not be familiar with, but that did not bother me.
I will be back shortly, I need to exercise my blood sugar down a bit.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

OK. Or if he wrote first in German, I could read that which I understand well enough. Thanks.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Those returning to the planet, at least under our original plans, would have to go thru the stage of
creating unity currency and honest, ethical trade. Some on the ground under Germain attempted
in the US of A tried hard for a number of years for NESARA, which was not just financial, but also
government change. It was hoped the US of A thru these changes would lead the world as
intended, showing a way and also bringing announcement of galactic help. Open galactic help.
well the murders and non cooperation continued.
The nesara plan was instigated in the late 1970s, long before the Dove ever showed up to help
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publicize it. There was put in place even then the Global agree of 1980 we intended to post, along
with Marco's Will. There is another much more recent agreement, with gesara funding which we
also cannot post. 2008 I believe. Signed by all the necessary signatories. down the tube. Don't
worry thugs, I am not going to take that risk even at this late date. You are so backed into a corner
you are simply too dangerous. You destroyed the Oitc anyway, sadly apparently with Ray Dams
help, Keenan, Keith Scott, Fulford and now you bring Wilcox into it.
.....
OK worked on another section, want to refresh again and see what I might want to say in
the political arena as to hints of what has been as carrots etc That will be tomorrow,
wanting to hit the sack, after working another thread here. .
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Dear NIP, would a graduate from Paradise ever falls to the dark, if he incarnates to a planet like
this Earth, because he doesn’t remember who he is? I love to work for God but I don’t want to be
blind and deaf and make big mistakes…
If I have a chance to talk to CM or the Source God, I beg them to change the rule a bit, that is
“Please allow all star seeds to have a little memory of WHO THEY ARE” during their whole
incarnation lives so they know why and what the purpose they are here. Also, “Please give those
1 billion souls who will return to Earth the same blessings”. I have read stories of those who
experience life after death, and most of them came back to lives change themselves totally. They
live the rest of their lives by love and service to others.
BTW
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1491467

well Paradise graduates do not fully incarnate into the body, there is a linkage. The higher self
does not forget, but cannot always get thru to the lower self. That has been an issue on this world,
the mind that comes with the body, the ego, is sometimes so programmed from birth the higher
self cannot get thru. If the higher self cannot get thru, it cannot affect this plane or can only have
lesser affect at any rate. Most of the time the life is worthy, but not what could have been. On
planets like this, usually only 20 to 25% wake up. There were more than usual who volunteered
form higher realms on purpose on this planet and the contact rate, if you will, was far less than
20%.
As to be more specific, I have not inquired about the success with Paradise folks vs star seeds of
the superuniverse. I did not think of that. Most at universe level don't wake up, but they are not
expected to, they just learn.
We could not allow so much memory on this world, because the thugs find them easily and
commit murder, meyham, conscript some into mind controlled slaves or take control over the
creativity allowed. I would think Havona and paradise folks do far better than superuniverse level
folks in making contact with the ego of the body.
Yes most who have NDE's usually are so affected. That is sometimes also an opportunity for a
soul exchange too. But for many its PROOF and it changes who they are. Sadly in terms of those
in the astral realms growth is LONG and SLOW during life. Some of this though is part of the
nature of a prison ward, the prisoners themselves cannot have too much memory, or havac
ensues really fast.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 08:08 PM

Walden; or, Life in the Woods - Thoreau
[link to azeitao.files.wordpress.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7626315

boy, its been a LOT OF YEARS since I have looked at that, probably high school.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/23/2011 08:09 PM
To those who keep giving me red or green thumbs telling me to seek Jesus, Jesus is my best
friend, he is returned, and we have co created AbundantHope, the 2nd Coming organization. He
is in fact the Commander of the Forces from Heaven that are here at this time.
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS a GLOBAL organization.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2394678
United States
12/23/2011 08:12 PM
MONEY is anonymous. Other transactions require you getting to know people and making them
like you so they will trade with you. Best invention ever is MONEY!!!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 05:14 PM

Thanks for the PIN! I guess its time to focus on this thread again.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 05:15 PM

MONEY is anonymous. Other transactions require you getting to know people and making them
like you so they will trade with you. Best invention ever is MONEY!!!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2394678

No, please partake of this thread in greater detail because its explained how it works. You do not
trade locally with people around you, except for maybe some fun stuff or services. A global society
cannot function on individual trading.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1948330
United States
12/29/2011 05:39 PM
Why cannot earth folks envision a world without MONEY!
Concise answer? Hooray for me and Fuck You! on a Human scale
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1513486
United States
12/29/2011 05:40 PM
I hate money, I want to vomit thinking about what we have let it do to us. Good stuff op.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2988742

what is the difference to bartering,on trade...something of value/need for something
needed....hey...money is only a means of exchanging one item for another without taking it by
force....so think this thru a little deeper...things are not gonna change....even if u outlaw "money" it
will be always the same ol' thang...
Corvus
User ID: 7924999
Turkey
12/29/2011 06:16 PM
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Walden; or, Life in the Woods - Thoreau
[link to azeitao.files.wordpress.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7626315

One of my favorite books.I suggest it to everyone who didnt read that masterpiece.You can only
live free if you choose the natural way and the old ways of your tribal ancestors.
Soon some people will declare that they will create a moneyless world.If they manage to gather
enough support then we are all screwed.You may already know that those people are venus
project and zeitgeist organizators.They are backed by UN and Rotschilds.They promote resource
based economy and moneyless world.

The leader of that nwo-trap organization is Jacques Fresco.A power freak social engineer...All
they want is to create a moneyless,technocratic and transhumanistic one world dictatorship.Their
project is so unrealistic,its beyond absurdity.Even a child who aware of thermodynamic energy
laws can disproof their stupid utopia.
Elite families know that fossil energy sources are diminishing and they want to decrease the
human population dramatically in order to stop the collapse of the hierarchical-technological
society that their ancestors created.
By means of biotechnology they are even planning to manipulate the biological systems of their
slaves.They've already successfully manipulated our food.Biotechnology must be stopped unless
its too late,just sayin...There lies a huge threat for our freedom in future.Unless we do something
to stop these mad people we are all screwed.
Out there
User ID: 7870846
United States
12/29/2011 06:31 PM
We don't need money.
We need our needs met.
It doesn't matter if things are sent overseas or not. It's ALL FREE!
You get for free what you need, I get what I need for free. Done.
There will be hard generation of learning how to not take more than is needed due to learned
behavior.
Once that is accomplished, all we need to to is work on bettering ourselves, increasing our
technological abilities, etc...
NOT LIMITED BY EXPENSES!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 06:32 PM
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Walden; or, Life in the Woods - Thoreau
[link to azeitao.files.wordpress.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7626315

One of my favorite books.I suggest it to everyone who didnt read that masterpiece.You can only
live free if you choose the natural way and the old ways of your tribal ancestors.
Soon some people will declare that they will create a moneyless world.If they manage to gather
enough support then we are all screwed.You may already know that those people are venus
project and zeitgeist organizators.They are backed by UN and Rotschilds.They promote resource
based economy and moneyless world.

The leader of that nwo-trap organization is Jacques Fresco.A power freak social engineer...All
they want is to create a moneyless,technocratic and transhumanistic one world dictatorship.Their
project is so unrealistic,its beyond absurdity.Even a child who aware of thermodynamic energy
laws can disproof their stupid utopia.
Elite families know that fossil energy sources are diminishing and they want to decrease the
human population dramatically in order to stop the collapse of the hierarchical-technological
society that their ancestors created.
By means of biotechnology they are even planning to manipulate the biological systems of their
slaves.They've already successfully manipulated our food.Biotechnology must be stopped unless
its too late,just sayin...There lies a huge threat for our freedom in future.Unless we do something
to stop these mad people we are all screwed.
Quoting: Corvus 7924999

The moneyless world of the NWO is not a moneyless world. Its a cashless society, so you can't
even buy some eggs of the neighbor that might have chickens and the like. NO garage sales, at
least if they are, they are tied into your CHIP from which you cannot buy or sell without being on
the global computers.
The money less society I am talking about is not a digital money system where on is chipped or
carries a plastic swipe card, its a whole different animal and this world is to become global, its part
of the ascension and we don't go back to david Thoreau either. That will NOT generate the
needed growth of moving up into a fully technical society on robots and which travels space. with
the ascension of GAIA comes new ways and man must get into light and life. Money is sometimes
still on early light and life worlds, but all give it up eventually, completely.
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Instead of "banks" on a moneyless work, you have "trusts" and specially trained people to over
see necessary trade and delivery of Goods. In a way it will not be much different than our global
over control NOW, that is arranging that nice food from Chili you get in the winter if you live where
I do!
This is the bestowal world of Michael of Nebadon and we are not moving backwards. The
governments of the creation, move man ever forward and upward. the People of earth will
experience new dimensions of experience and are to become a people which travel to other
planets etc.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7912470
United States
12/29/2011 06:37 PM
It's easy to envision. Just let the Angelic Beings who fill the halls of power decide who can have
what and issue scientific ration cards. Or implanted microchips even! What a beautiful world it
would be...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 06:37 PM

It's easy to envision. Just let the Angelic Beings who fill the halls of power decide who can have
what and issue scientific ration cards. Or implanted microchips even! What a beautiful world it
would be...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7912470

Not even how it works.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6474293
United States
12/29/2011 06:42 PM
Corona
User ID: 1427232
United States
12/29/2011 06:44 PM
I have had more days without money than with and I have no problem envisioning a world without
money.
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If people do what they love to do to be productive and creative, out of love for all, we could meet
the needs of the world. No, I am not talking communism. Nope. Not political at all. BUT a world
like that will not exist until we all realize that it is more than possible.
Real list
User ID: 904945
United States
12/29/2011 06:44 PM

the major key to a resource based economy is education. teaching everyone it is possible if they
only stop acting childish and selfish and start living for humanity as a whole. the biggest untapped
resource are the thousands of minds lost behind a cash register...when they could have all been
educated to follow their own passions and desires. as long as we live in a trade/ monetary society
we will never truly be free.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3053613
it failed because people were not having their needs met...resource based economy takes care of
everyone...we all do it for the community of humans. money only has value because we say it
does. you only assume there has to be a trade. also it requires everyone on earth working
together and not fighting over imaginary lines in the dirt.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3053613

There was a time when money did not exist. That woul be as close to a resource based economy
man has ever experienced. If it had worked as some people dream it SHOULD work, why was
money invented and why were monetary systems adopted?
One very simple reason, resource based economy does not work. And it will never work until man
evolves into a more spiritual and less physical pleasure beings. In other words, not until this world
ends and a new one begins.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7912470
United States
12/29/2011 06:46 PM
It's easy to envision. Just let the Angelic Beings who fill the halls of power decide who can have
what and issue scientific ration cards. Or implanted microchips even! What a beautiful world it
would be...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7912470

Not even how it works.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes, that is exactly how it works and that is exactly what you're pushing.
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You expect us to believe that every human being will fundamentally change and work out of love
and light and the brotherhood of man and suddenly nobody will store value?
Gimmeabreak.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4495270
United States
12/29/2011 06:48 PM
All that's been posted are feel good "what its ", no reality driven SYSTEMS to make a moneyless
society WORK. Beyond smaller bands of people, the barter system can not sustain the large,
connected global society we have now. Progress would halt as our thinkers and inventors wouldn't
have time to think and invent, because their time would be taken up growing their own good,
making their own shoes and building their own houses.
Real list
User ID: 904945
United States
12/29/2011 06:50 PM

It's easy to envision. Just let the Angelic Beings who fill the halls of power decide who can have
what and issue scientific ration cards. Or implanted microchips even! What a beautiful world it
would be...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7912470
what is the difference to bartering,on trade...something of value/need for something
needed....hey...money is only a means of exchanging one item for another without taking it by
force....so think this thru a little deeper...things are not gonna change....even if u outlaw "money" it
will be always the same ol' thang...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1513486

Two common sense and rational posts.
But we are debating a dream, a fantasy. Their rules are much different. They don't need logic or
proof, only their word of what will be.
It must be nice to be free of life's realities.
Last Edited by Real list on 12/29/2011 06:58 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1432849
United States
12/29/2011 06:50 PM
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money is the physical body of satan
amywood71605
User ID: 1422833
United States
12/29/2011 06:55 PM

This thread, as most others by the OP, is just plain BS.
Quoting: Muzzle

+1, Not so much what she says, its the fact that she's "right" and anyoen who dares argue with
her is "wrong", you can't argue with her, or even have a debate of any kind. "You ones" should
know that about her, lol,
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 06:56 PM

This thread, as most others by the OP, is just plain BS.
Quoting: Muzzle

+1, Not so much what she says, its the fact that she's "right" and anyoen who dares argue with
her is "wrong", you can't argue with her, or even have a debate of any kind. "You ones" should
know that about her, lol,
Quoting: amywood71605

I have debated some, but fact is, I run the 2nd coming organization and I teach according to my
commission to do so. take or leave it, its always your choice. There are truths which cannot be
argued in fact.
Real list
User ID: 904945
United States
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12/29/2011 06:57 PM

I worked in a large factory that had 2 production shifts. Every operation HAD to be manned or
there could be NO production. A lot of activities are like that, they require a certain number to fill
necessary operations.
Well, a new guy, ignorant of work structure, decided we would switch from nights to days. He just
showed up one morneing on day shift. Well, day shift was payog a man they didn't need and night
shift did not have enough people to run.
That's what happens when people just do whatever they want. When they do what they like to
contribute, even though too many other peole want to do the same thing, and too few want to do
certain other necessary functions.
That's utopia. No boss, no organization, everybody doing his own thing.
I know NIP, that's not how it is because that's not how you dream it.
Last Edited by Real list on 12/29/2011 06:59 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 07:01 PM

I worked in a large factory that had 2 production shifts. Every operation HAD to be manned or
there could be NO production. A lot of activities are like that, they require a certain number to fill
necessary operations.
Well, a new guy, ignorant of work structure, decided we would switch from nights to days. He just
showed up one morneing on day shift. Well, day shift was payog a man they didn't need and night
shift did not have enough people to run.
That's what happens when people just do whatever they want. When they do what they like to
contribute, even though too many other peole want to do the same thing, and too few want to do
certain other necessary functions.
That's utopia. No boss, no organization, everybody doing his own thing.
I know NIP, that's not how it is because that's not how you dream it.
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Quoting: Real list

when this world grows into more responsibility, this stuff will decrease, these problems, which
would include undeserved favoritism in job situations. And without a profit motive, many other
societal issues will change for the better.
One of the biggest changes will indeed be LESS hours work required as people move into jobs
that are needed, after leaving jobs that are not. On this world, the elite create many jobs just to
provide jobs, make work jobs.
As society grows also, we will develop more robots to so the assembly line work than currently
exist, and automate other jobs too, leaving wondrous time for personal growths in which ever
interests one has and wants to explore. These worlds also have birth to death education, for
which there is time, because of less labor hours required. Life will become much longer and
career changes can occur as needed for many, because even work will be seen as 'education".
AWFUL
User ID: 7928910
United States
12/29/2011 07:06 PM
Lootopia
You must also share all that you have learned.
Corvus
User ID: 7924999
Turkey
12/29/2011 07:08 PM
The moneyless world of the NWO is not a moneyless world. Its a cashless society, so you can't
even buy some eggs of the neighbor that might have chickens and the like. NO garage sales, at
least if they are, they are tied into your CHIP from which you cannot buy or sell without being on
the global computers.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Miss NIP, i can feel all you want is the good of humanity but,what do you suggest in exchange for
money?In real life nobody will give you anything for free unless they are your relatives or close
friend.Even after some time they would refuse to sharing their stuff.Because to produce
something you should work hard.Lets say for example you cultivated your garden and produced
some tomatoes or you worked hard and produced a table.Would you give them for free to
someone who need them?Do you think people would give their stuff they worked hard to produce
for free?Maybe some people would,but many will not.Why?Because they worked hard and wasted
their time and energy to create those products and they will expect something in exchange of
them.This is a natural expectance and necessary for their survival.
If you'll suggest bartering system this is a more primitive form of trading than monetary system.I
have no problem with bartering but it wouldn't support complex economic systems of high-tech
societies which you support.
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The money less society I am talking about is not a digital money system where on is chipped or
carries a plastic swipe card, its a whole different animal and this world is to become global, its part
of the ascension and we don't go back to david Thoreau either. That will NOT generate the
needed growth of moving up into a fully technical society on robots and which travels
space. with the ascension of GAIA comes new ways and man must get into light and life. Money
is sometimes still on early light and life worlds, but all give it up eventually, completely.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Why would we need to generate the 'needed growth of moving up into a fully technical society on
robots and which travels space' you talk about?No offence maam but it seems your beliefs are
based upon disinformative and delusional new-age beliefs.
Instead of "banks" on a moneyless work, you have "trusts" and specially trained people to over
see necessary trade and delivery of Goods. In a way it will not be much different than our global
over control NOW, that is arranging that nice food from Chili you get in the winter if you live where
I do!
This is the bestowal world of Michael of Nebadon and we are not moving backwards. The
governments of the creation, move man ever forward and upward. the People of earth will
experience new dimensions of experience and are to become a people which travel to other
planets etc.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The very concept of the 'progress' is a myth created in Victorian Era.There was always ups and
downs in human history.There are numerous civilizations that collapsed before.For example swift
collapse of Bronze Age mediterranian civilizations in 11th century BC for uncertain reasons.Every
highly organizated societies are destined to fall this is a fact.
Hitokiri
User ID: 1540764
United States
12/29/2011 07:11 PM

imagine a world where we didnt work for money, but for the pride and satisfaction of doing the
work we did.
how many can honestly say the takey pride and satisfaction in theír work, its not even 50% of us,
is my bet
if everything was free, would people still steal?
would people be more tempted to share an item that didnt have any "value" ?
Quoting: Michael_
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Without money who would make and grow these things you want for free? I'm not going to bust
my ass all day to give you shit for free. Maybe then we can go back to slavery to get shit done. It
worked for the Egyptians! Give me a break... Without money there would be no motivation to
create new technology. It would be everyone for themselves. You anti-money people crack me
up...
Real list
User ID: 904945
United States
12/29/2011 07:11 PM

I worked in a large factory that had 2 production shifts. Every operation HAD to be manned or
there could be NO production. A lot of activities are like that, they require a certain number to fill
necessary operations.
Well, a new guy, ignorant of work structure, decided we would switch from nights to days. He just
showed up one morneing on day shift. Well, day shift was payog a man they didn't need and night
shift did not have enough people to run.
That's what happens when people just do whatever they want. When they do what they like to
contribute, even though too many other peole want to do the same thing, and too few want to do
certain other necessary functions.
That's utopia. No boss, no organization, everybody doing his own thing.
I know NIP, that's not how it is because that's not how you dream it.
Quoting: Real list

when this world grows into more responsibility, this stuff will decrease, these problems, which
would include undeserved favoritism in job situations. And without a profit motive, many other
societal issues will change for the better.
One of the biggest changes will indeed be LESS hours work required as people move into jobs
that are needed, after leaving jobs that are not. On this world, the elite create many jobs just to
provide jobs, make work jobs.
As society grows also, we will develop more robots to so the assembly line work than currently
exist, and automate other jobs too, leaving wondrous time for personal growths in which ever
interests one has and wants to explore. These worlds also have birth to death education, for
which there is time, because of less labor hours required. Life will become much longer and
career changes can occur as needed for many, because even work will be seen as 'education".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

According to your words, work will never be completely eliminated, but it may be vastly reduced.
Any work need to be organized. Any work must have to proper amount of labor. Too little and it
doesn't get done, too much and it still does not get done because people regress into socializing
instead of working.
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Work is seen as education? Exactly the opposite of this reality. We get education so we can be
productive as workers.
You got it backwards.
Corvus
User ID: 7924999
Turkey
12/29/2011 07:12 PM
It's easy to envision. Just let the Angelic Beings who fill the halls of power decide who can have
what and issue scientific ration cards. Or implanted microchips even! What a beautiful world it
would be...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7912470

^^This^^ Great to see a aware person
Hitokiri
User ID: 1540764
United States
12/29/2011 07:12 PM

I know NIP, that's not how it is because that's not how you dream it.
Quoting: Real list

when this world grows into more responsibility, this stuff will decrease, these problems, which
would include undeserved favoritism in job situations. And without a profit motive, many other
societal issues will change for the better.
One of the biggest changes will indeed be LESS hours work required as people move into jobs
that are needed, after leaving jobs that are not. On this world, the elite create many jobs just to
provide jobs, make work jobs.
As society grows also, we will develop more robots to so the assembly line work than currently
exist, and automate other jobs too, leaving wondrous time for personal growths in which ever
interests one has and wants to explore. These worlds also have birth to death education, for
which there is time, because of less labor hours required. Life will become much longer and
career changes can occur as needed for many, because even work will be seen as 'education".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

AWFUL
User ID: 7928910
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United States
12/29/2011 07:13 PM
Some of us want a type 3 galactic civilisation because we have heard of and comprihend
Hellenism, we don't feel knowege if a profitable power nor do we have a need to suppress people.
If you can't comprehend this you're stupid and easy to spot. Soon to be even easyer.
Real list
User ID: 904945
United States
12/29/2011 07:15 PM

Without money who would make and grow these things you want for free? I'm not going to bust
my ass all day to give you shit for free. Maybe then we can go back to slavery to get shit done. It
worked for the Egyptians! Give me a break... Without money there would be no motivation to
create new technology. It would be everyone for themselves. You anti-money people crack me
up...
Quoting: Hitokiri

Good point.
Money is supposed to foster greed and greed is the ruination of mankind, right?
Then how is it that some jobs, even some high paying jobs are going unfilled? The answer is
either because the job is too (nasty, demanding, dangerous) or because not enough people are
willing to undergo the education/training process.
If some jobs can't be filled by offering money, how will they ever be filled by volunteers?
Last Edited by Real list on 12/29/2011 07:20 PM
Real list
User ID: 904945
United States
12/29/2011 07:20 PM

Some of us want a type 3 galactic civilisation because we have heard of and comprihend
Hellenism, we don't feel knowege if a profitable power nor do we have a need to suppress
people. If you can't comprehend this you're stupid and easy to spot. Soon to be even easyer.
Quoting: AWFUL

Hellenism? The culture of ancient Greece, or their values? Oh, that would be sweet:
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snip:
Slavery was common practice and an integral component of ancient Greece throughout its rich
history
[link to en.wikipedia.org]
The Greeks did suppress people.
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